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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in wireless networks have led to the introduction of a new type of
networks called Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANET). This type of networks has
recently drawn significant research attention since it provides the infrastructure for
developing new systems to enhance drivers’ safety [1-3]. Equipping vehicles with various
kinds of sensing devices and wireless communication capabilities helps drivers to acquire
real-time information about road conditions allowing them to react on time. For example,
warning messages sent by vehicles involved in an accident enhances traffic safety by
helping the approaching drivers to take proper decisions before entering the crash
dangerous zone [4-5]. Moreover, information about the current transportation conditions
facilitate driving by taking new routes in case of congestion, thus saving time and
adjusting fuel consumption [6-7]. In addition to safety concerns, VANET can also
support other non-safety applications that require Quality of Service (QoS) guarantee.
This includes Multimedia (e.g., audio/video) and data (e.g., toll collection, internet
access, weather/maps/ information) applications.
The communications in Vehicular Ad hoc Network (VANET) can be categorized
into Vehicle to Roadside (V2R) units and Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V) communications [8].
The Inter-Vehicle Communication (IVC) operates in the 5.9 GHz band as shown in
Figure 1.1 (a) and (b). The spectrum is divided into 7 channels, one of these channels is
called the control channel, and the remaining six are called service channels.
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Figure 1.1 a) The DSRC spectrum b) channels 172 through 184 divided into 6 Service
Channels (SCH) and one Control Channel (CCH)

The literature has numerous studies focusing on V2R and V2V communications. In
this dissertation, we will study both V2R and V2V communications. For V2R
communications, we focus on the resource managements; and for V2V communications,
we focus on the network topology stability and media access organization using
clustering techniques.
The RSUs will be deployed along the main roads to provide passing by vehicles with
different safety and non-safety services. For the V2R communications, we mainly focus
on the non-safety applications, where a bulk of data needs to be transferred within a short
period of time (e.g., travel information, digital maps downloading, commercial
advertisements, vehicles’ software upgrades. Vehicles can stay in contact with the RSU
for a short period of time. Therefore, the services provided by the RSU should be
completed before the vehicles leave the RSU transmission range. In addition to that the
RSU should also be capable of dealing with increasing number of vehicles requesting
different services with different data sizes.
In overloaded conditions (during rush hours) tens of vehicles might request different
services from a single RSU. These kinds of scenarios pose a very challenging problem
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for the resource management algorithms used by the RSUs. One of the main challenges is
channel allocation. Efficient channel allocation methods should manage bandwidth
allocation in an optimal way to maximize the amount of data being exchanged. Another
challenge is the Admission Control (AC) problem. The task of the AC is to decide
whether to accept or reject the new request depending on whether the requirements of the
new request will be fulfilled while maintaining the quality of service for all in-progress
services. In the overloaded conditions, inefficient admission control methods might lead
to congestions and delay of packets delivery, which results in an increase in the number
of failed tasks.
Channel allocation and admission control methods proposed for single-hop wireless
transmission targeted long-term flows like multimedia applications [9] [10]. However,
these methods cannot perform well in high dynamic networks like VANETs. Therefore,
channel allocation and admission control schemes for RSUs should take into
consideration the short connection duration between the vehicles and the RSUs, the
deadline constraints, and the resource sharing among multiple concurrent vehicles.
With the increase number of arrivals, the load on the RSU increases. When the RSU
becomes close to overloaded situations, accepting more nodes means pushing the task
finish time closer to the deadline (vehicle leaving time) as in [11] [12]. However, pushing
the task finish time to the edges results in a very tight air-time transmission plan, which
increases the risk of the task, thus, increasing the probability of task failure and
increasing the number of failed tasks. This could easily happen due to fluctuations in
channel conditions, especially when the vehicle moves away from the RSU where the
signal strength becomes very weak.
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In this dissertation, we propose a channel allocation algorithm used to generate an
air-time transmission plan for each task until the task is completed. The algorithm focuses
on reducing the risk of the vehicles that have been getting service for long period of time
and are about to leave the RSU range, and keep the risk for the rest of the vehicles (the
recently admitted ones need more time to leave the RSU transmission range) at the
minimum level (the estimated task finish time should not exceed the vehicle departure
time). The algorithm tries to allocate the channel such that the minimum requirements for
the tasks are guaranteed and at the same time the system throughput is increased.
Our proposal is motivated by the fact that vehicles’ movement is predictable and is
restricted by the structure of the roads, the speed limits, and the traffic flow constraints.
For example, the number of arrivals to/departures from the RSU region is predictable and
can’t exceed a certain number of vehicles per unit of time due to physical limitations like
vehicles length, width, and the safe distance between two consecutive vehicles on the
same lane. For example, two consecutive vehicles on the same lane can’t depart from the
RSU range at the same time. Consecutive vehicles on the same lane tend to have Safe
Distance (

) greater than 1.5 seconds; therefore, if the leading vehicle, , leaves the

RSU range at time , then

, the following vehicle, will leave at least at time +

.

Unlike MANET where the movement of the nodes is random and it’s difficult to predict
the number of arrivals and departures, the number of departures from the RSU region at
the same time can’t exceed

nodes on a -lane road). Simulation results show that our

algorithm maintains a higher number of admitted tasks and at the same time reduces the
failure rate of those tasks. Our algorithm efficiently utilizes resources, such as bandwidth
and time, compared to other admission techniques.
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Our proposed algorithm calculates the expected physical task finish time for the
arrivals and allocates a transmission plan for each admitted task. The vehicles that are
closer than others (in terms of distance) to leave the RSU range will be treated
differently. Those vehicles will be allocated a virtual transmission plan that is basically
the expected task finish time plus an extra time called the Backup time, ∆ , that can be

used in case the vehicle couldn’t finish its task on time. This extra time (or part of it) will
automatically be assigned to the next vehicles to leave the RSU range in case the first
vehicle completed its task before the deadline. Our algorithm always re-evaluates the
transmission plan of all admitted tasks and allocates virtual transmission plans
accordingly.
For the V2V communications, we try to address the problem of medium access
organization in high VANET dynamic environments. VANET topology, due to high
nodes’ mobility, changes rapidly, thus, introducing high communication overhead for
exchanging new topology information [13,14]. Several control schemes for media access
and topology managements have been proposed [13, 15, 16,17]. One of these schemes is
establishing a hierarchical clustering structure within the network. The clustering allows
the formation of dynamic virtual backbone that can be used to organize media access, to
support QoS, and to simplify routing [13, 18,19]. Mainly, nodes are partitioned into
clusters, each with a Cluster-Head (CH) node that is responsible for all management and
coordination tasks of its cluster.
In order to have efficient channel access methods using VANETs’ clustering
schemes, it’s very important to make VANET topology less dynamic by forming local
strongly connected clusters, thus, increasing the stability of the network topology on the
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global scale. Therefore, we focus on the medium access organization and the stability of
the network using clustering in VANETs.
Clustering has been used as one of the methods to organize medium access in
wireless networks [18, 20-23]. Media access techniques in cluster-based schemes should
guarantee access fairly to all cluster members such that, every cluster member can have
the chance to exchange its data. Different VANET clustering schemes proposed different
media access protocols. However, most of these techniques fall into the following
categories: Scheduled-based for intra-cluster communications, contention-based for intercluster communications and cluster-head to cluster-head communication for multi-hop
data dissemination. In these proposed schemes, the scheduled-based technique is used to
avoid interference among cluster members.
In this dissertation, we propose a new medium access technique that can be used for
intra/inter cluster communications and management. This protocol integrates the
centralized approach of cluster management and the universal way of forwarding data in
VANET, where the farthest vehicle forwards data backward in an effort to increase the
coverage area. In this technique, time is divided into cycles; each cycle is shared between
service and control channels and divided into two parts. During the first part, leveraging
Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA), service channel will be used for Intra-cluster
management and safety message delivery within the cluster. In the second part,
neighboring clusters will exchange safety messages and advertisements over the control
channel using media contention-based techniques. In parallel with the second part, cluster
members can use service channels to exchange non-safety data with one another and with
members of neighboring clusters.
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Ensuring stability is another major challenge for clustering algorithms especially in a
highly dynamic environment. Thus, efficient clustering algorithms should not only focus
on forming a minimal number of clusters as many existing algorithms do, but maintaining
the current cluster structure and keeping the overhead at the minimum level. Most of the
existing VANET clustering algorithms are derived from the MANET clustering schemes
[13, 21-26]. However, these algorithms lack a technique to capture the mobility
characteristics of VANET nodes and fall in a major drawback of forming clusters
considering only position and direction of vehicles located in geographic proximity
regardless of their high relative speed. We believe that the existence of group members in
the same geographic area doesn’t mean that they exhibit the same mobility patterns, e.g.,
vehicles on the left lanes move faster than the vehicles on the right lanes, and thus their
relative speed might be very high.
Since the main goal of clustering is to make global topology less dynamic, we
believe that, changes in the network topology on the global scale are directly related to
the stability of local clustering structure. Therefore, in order to enhance their stability,
clustering models need to be redefined so that they are characterized based on the full
status elements: speed difference, location, and direction rather than considering only
position and direction. In this thesis, we introduce a new clustering approach with the aim
of increasing network stability and make it less dynamic. This approach takes the speed
difference, in addition to the location and direction, into consideration. The proposed
clustering algorithm runs on all nodes in a fully distributed fashion. This algorithm is
used to divide the network nodes into clusters such that when the network is finally
partitioned (clustered), the probability of partitioning along cluster boundaries is achieved
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with high probability. This means vehicles with high mobility are grouped in one cluster
and vehicles with low mobility are grouped in another cluster. We also propose a new
multi-metric election method that can be used by nodes to determine their suitability to
become cluster-heads (CH). A simulation was conducted to evaluate our method and
compare it with the most commonly used clustering methods. The Simulation results
show that our technique provides more local stable cluster structure which results in a
more stable network structure on the global scale. The proposed method reduces the
average number of clusters changed per vehicles and increases the cluster lifetime
significantly.
The remaining chapters of this dissertation are organized as follows:

Chapter 2 – presents background information and review of the past research done on
the admission control and scheduling methods used by RSUs, and on the cluster
formation and cluster-based media access in VANET.

Chapter 3 – presents, in details, the proposed virtual task finish time admission control
algorithm used by the RSU. It also presents a detailed explanation of our cluster
formation algorithm followed by the cluster-based media access technique in VANET.

Chapter 4 – describes the simulation environment, the performance evaluation metrics,
and the simulation results of the comparison between our proposed techniques with
others.

Chapter 5 – presents the conclusion.
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Chapter 6 – presents the future work.
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS
The literature has numerous studies proposing different methods for resource
management in the wireless networks, especially the admission control and scheduling
problems. There is also a large body of the literature studied the concept of clustering to
organize the media access and to increase the stability of the mobile networks. This
chapter presents an overview of the most recent works that have been developed for
admission control problem and the clustering methods in VANET.

2.1 Admission Control and Scheduling in VANET
The main task of the Admission Control is to decide to admit or reject new requests
(upload/download) depending on whether the requirements of the new task will be
fulfilled while the requirements of all in-progress services are guaranteed. The admission
control algorithm tries to determine how resources are allocated and makes its decision
based on that. Different factors are taken into account, like the data size, the trip time of
the vehicle under the RSU transmission range, the number of already admitted tasks, etc.
Once the task is admitted, the RSU has to grant with high probability the completion of
the task. Otherwise, the admission control algorithm is not efficient.
Many research papers proposed different admission control and scheduling methods
for single hop wireless networks. Most of the proposed schemes targeted the long-term
sessions like multimedia services [27, 28, 29]. For example, the authors of [30] took into
consideration the coexistence of the Real-Time (RT) and Best Efforts (BE) services. The
proposed method tries to improve the BE services by giving high priority to the RT
packets only when they are close to their deadlines. In [9], the authors used the traffic
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characteristics given in the traffic specification element of the IEEE 802.11e to derive the
guaranteed rate for the flows. The impact of the road traffic dynamics (e.g., vehicle
speed, density, and number of arrivals) and the Access Point’s (AP) characteristics (e.g.,
transmission range and data transmission rate) on the amount of downloaded data was
studied in [31]. In [32], the admission control was studied using the Earliest Deadline
First (EDF) algorithm. In wireless communications, most of the admission control
schemes, proposed for one-hop communication networks, mainly focus on long
connection duration flows like multimedia services (audio/video). In [33], the authors
studied the call admission for Voice over IP (VOIP) flows, where a technique called
virtual career sensing was proposed to estimate the impact of the new flows on the
admitted ones. Some other studies were proposed for the short connection durations like
the RSU to vehicle cases. The authors of [34] proposed a lower layer optimization used
for scheduling when multiple vehicles are in the range of the RSU. This work was built
based on the opportunistic scheduling proposed in [35], which basically assign the
channel to the node with good signal quality and ignore the others with weaker signal
conditions. However, this method is unfair because the medium is shared among nodes
with good Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), and the vehicle that doesn’t share the medium,
because no other vehicles are simultaneously with good SNR, will get better throughput
than others. In addition to that, vehicles that happen to be shadowed will never get a good
SNR and therefore might never get the chance to transmit.
The authors of [36] proposed a scheduling method for download/upload between
vehicles and RSUs. However, the authors didn’t take into consideration that the channel
status sometimes can be in bad conditions, and assumed that packets can be delivered as
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long as the vehicle is within the RSU range. They also deal with the task as a single
packet to be transmitted.
In [11], the authors focused on evaluating the risk of the admitted tasks. The
objective is to determine whether all tasks can be admitted within a quantified risk [11].
They introduced a new metric to evaluate the risk of the task. The metric is used to
estimate the total data size that can be transmitted before the vehicles depart from the
RSU range. The proposed algorithm gives the task with the minimal transmission rate
preference over others even if they are going to leave the RSU at the same time. The
algorithm doesn’t take into consideration the amount of resources reserved for the task to
give it more priority to complete. It’s unfair to make all vehicles have the same risk. The
risk of the vehicles that have been using the bandwidth for long period of time should be
kept at the minimum level, and be minimized as long as the vehicle progresses and comes
closer to leave the RSU transmission range. The algorithm uses linear programming to
determine the solution and to generate the transmission plan. The algorithm assumes that
the solution is always feasible for the in-session tasks which might not be the case
always. In the following we will discuss in details the work proposed in [12].
2.1.1 Maximum Freedom Last Scheduling Algorithm for Downlinks of DSRC
Networks
The authors of [12] proposed a Maximum Freedom Last (MFL) scheduling
algorithm for V2R communications. The MFL algorithm was proposed to minimize task
failure and to reduce the handoff rate under the maximum tolerable delay. The authors
assume that the RSUs are fully deployed along the road side as shown in Figure 2.1. The
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Figure 2.1 RSU deployments along the roadside

MFL algorithm schedules the service according to several factors like: the remaining
dwell time of the service channel, the data size, the transmission time, and the maximum
tolerable delay.
•

System Operation
The RSU broadcasts a Road side Service Table (RST) via the Control Channel

(CCH) to announce the service provisioning. The On Board Units (OBUs) compete to
send OBU Service Table (OST). The response duration in which the OBUs can send
OTSs is defined as the CCH wait time Tw. The number of the admitted OBUs in each
cycle is restricted to γ. The RSU and the admitted OBUs use the Service Channel (SCH)
for data transmission. The time duration of SCH is Ts,max. The MFL algorithm classifies
OBUs as new, handoff, and ongoing OBUs. New OBUs are the ones that just sent the
OSTs, the handoff are the ones that have just completed the handoff procedure but not
listened to the RST, while the ongoing OBUs are the ones with unfinished data
transmission. The RSUs send data to the OBUs according to the service list. If the SCH
time Ts,max expires during the transmission, then the transmission is suspended. The
OBUs and the RSU jump to the CCH for a period Tw. If no high priority RST is received
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after Tw, then the suspended task is resumed after the OBU and the RSU are jumped back
to the SCH. If handoff OBUs or new OBUs request services during the CCH time, then
the MFL scheduling algorithm is executed once again to create a new list and a data
volume assignment table.
•

The MFL Scheduling Procedure
The MFL algorithm assigns a higher service priority to the OBUs that have high

chance to complete their service completely. Among those nodes, the ones with the
highest degree of freedom will be served last. The OBU that has a lower transaction time
and longer remaining SCH dwell time is considered the one that has a higher degree of
freedom. The OBU with higher degree of freedom can tolerate longer transmission delay;
therefore, other OBUs can be serviced before it. The authors defined a Weighting factor
that is a function of queuing delay and maximum tolerable delay used to adaptively adjust
the service priority and the service failure. The MFL algorithm runs in four phases as
follows:
A. Initialization phase: each OBU belongs to a service set A, is assigned with its
scheduling parameters like virtual finish time FTi and virtual start time STi.
The FTi is basically the SCH dwell time Di, while the STi is (FTi-TXi), where
TXi is the remaining transmission time. The OBUs that will finish their service
before leaving the RSU are members of the A+ set, while the ones that will be
partially serviced are members of A-.
B. Reverse Lineup Phase: An iterative process is executed, as long as A+ is not
empty, to construct a temporary list F based on the priority index of the OBUs
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in A+. The OBU with a high priority index is added to the list and gets
eliminated from set A+. The priority index of the OBU is higher when its
queuing delay is large and still within the tolerable delay.
C. Transmission Time Pileup Phase: in this phase, different parameters like the
SCH dwell time and the queuing delay of OBUs in the A- are updated. In
addition to that, a service list is constructed by adding the OBUs in the
temporary list F after being sorted in a reverse order to the list. The
completely served OBUs are scheduled, and the algorithm enters the final
phase
D. Partial Service Phase: the OBUs that are selected in this phase will be
partially served. The OBU that has the longest remaining SCH time in Agroup will be added to the end of the service list.
The proposed method doesn’t take into consideration the change of the channel
conditions as the vehicle approaches and leaves the RSU range. It doesn’t also have a
technique to evaluate the risk of the vehicles, especially the ones that have been getting
service for long period of time. In the overloaded scenarios when the plan is very tight,
the method tries to serve more vehicles by pushing the task finish time as close as
possible to its leaving time. This increases the risk of the vehicle, thus, increasing the
failure rate. This can easily happen because, as the vehicle moves away from the RSU,
the channel conditions become unpredictable and the link between the RSU and the OBU
becomes weaker. Another drawback is the proposed technique assumes that the RSUs are
deployed along the roadside as shown in Figure 2.1. However, this is not realistic,
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especially during the early phases of deployments whereas the RSUs will be sparsely
deployed (this will be associated with very high cost).

2.2 Clustering in VANET
Clustering in VANET is basically grouping a set of vehicles that share the same
mobility patterns in a logical entity called cluster (Figure 2.2). This group should elect a
node called Cluster-head, which will be responsible for all inter/intra- cluster
communications and managements. Clustering allows the formation of dynamic virtual
backbone to organize media access, to support QoS and to simplify routing [13, 18, 19].
Ensuring stability is the major challenge for clustering algorithms especially in a high
dynamic environment like VANET. A successful dynamic clustering algorithm should
achieve a stable cluster topology with minimal communications overhead and minimal
computational complexity [37]. Several issues having impact on the performance of the
designed protocol need to be considered. These issues, proposed by authors of [38], are:

Figure 2.2 VANET cluster
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•

The clustering algorithm should consider the group mobility patterns.

•

The algorithm must incur minimal clustering overhead, be it cluster formation
or maintenance overhead.

•

Network-wide flooding must be avoided.

•

Optimal clustering may not be achieved, but the algorithm must be able to
form stable clusters should any exists.

In Section 2.2.1, we summarize the most recent methods for cluster-based media access
organization in VENET environment. In Section 2.2.2, we focus on the cluster formation
algorithms used in VANET.
2.2.1 Cluster-based Media Access Control in VANET
Many research papers addressed the inter/intra-cluster organization and task
coordination. In this subsection, we will briefly review two of the most recent clusterbased media access organization presented in [22,23].
2.2.1.1 Media Access Concept for VANETs Based on Clustering
The authors of the clustering algorithm [22] proposed a protocol for VANET clusterbased schemes that relies on the Cluster Based Location Routing (CBLR) [21] technique
to form new clusters. In this method, the states of the nodes are similar to these used by
the CBLR method. The only difference is that the node can be a member in more than
one cluster and this node is called a Gateway.
•

Cluster Formation
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At the very beginning, the node is in the undecided state and waits for the HELLO
messages from other nearby nodes for a certain period of time. Upon the reception of the
messages, the node takes the appropriate decision to change its state. If no messages are
received during this period, the node remains in the undecided state until it receives a
message from a new node. To track the topology changes of the network, each node
maintains two tables: one for all nodes it can hear and the other for the adjacent clusters.
To build and update these tables, the nodes must exchange “HELLO” messages on a
regular basis. The node must also include the ID of its cluster in the “HELLO” message.
Each member node knows about only one cluster-head in its surrounding, whereas a
gateway has more than one cluster-head in its table. Nodes get to know about clusterheads either via “HELLO” messages received directly from the cluster-head or via
information received from neighboring nodes.
Since VANET is very dynamic and the topology of the network changes very
frequently, the cluster members and the cluster-head try to use their tables to decide on
changes in their states. When a cluster member leaves the range of a cluster-head, it
checks whether this is the only cluster it was a member of. If so, its state goes into an
undecided state. But if the node is in more than one cluster, it stays in the member or
gateway state. For the cluster-head, the case is little bit different. When two cluster-heads
come into direct transmission ranges (They can receive their HELLO messages directly),
one of them must give up its state and become a member of the other one. The decision
of which one keeps its cluster-head state is based on a weighted factor Wv, which takes
into account: the connectivity, the mobility, and the distance to the neighbors. The
connectivity is given as the difference to the optimum number of nodes. The mobility is
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calculated based on the difference of velocity of the nodes (the node with similar velocity
to the most nodes in its neighborhood will cause less changes in the cluster membership
than a node which is much faster or slower than the rest). Combining these measures, a
weight factor can be calculated. This weight factor shows the suitability of a node to
become a cluster-head, the smaller Wv is, the better it is qualified to be a cluster-head.
•

The media access control protocol
The proposed algorithm presents a media access protocol that depends on the TDMA

technique which divides the medium into time slots. These time slots are grouped into
frames. The frame consists of two phases; the first one is called the direct link phase and
the second is called random access phase. The cluster-head sends “HELLO” message at
the beginning of each frame. Then the cluster-head sends a control message that contains
information about the assignment of the slots. Each time slot will be given an ID and only
the node with matching ID is allowed to send during this time slot. After that, nodes send
their data according to the schedule sent by the cluster-head. In the direct link part of the
frame, nodes within a single hop destination, communicate directly (no need for clusterhead). But for multi-hop connections, the CBLR technique can be used. In the second
phase of the frame, nodes use the random access method to access the media. During this
phase, nodes who are not members can join the cluster and register at the cluster-head as
a cluster member. The length of this phase is variable and depends on the number of time
slots the cluster members requested for their data.
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2.2.1.2 Cluster-Based DSRC Architecture for QOS Provisioning over Vehicle Ad
Hoc Networks
In [23], the authors proposed new media access technique for VANET based on
clustering. This method integrates the clustering algorithm, contention-free, and
contention-based media access to support the real-time transmission of safety messages.
In this method, the seven channels of the DSRC are assigned new functions and defined
as follows: Ch178 is Inter-Cluster Control (ICC) channel, Ch174 is Inter-Cluster Data
(ICD) channel, Ch172 is Cluster Range Control (CRC) channel, and the remaining
channels are called Cluster Range Data (CRD). The authors of this method didn’t use any
particular technique for a cluster formation. They assume that the cluster-head is always
at the center of the cluster. Each vehicle is assumed to have two DSRC transceivers. The
cluster-head uses one transceiver for contention free over the CRC channel to collect and
deliver safety messages as well as control packets within the cluster. The second
transceiver is used to transmit the collected safety messages to nearby cluster-heads via
the ICC channel. Each cluster member can use one transceiver to communicate with its
cluster-head via the CRC channel, while the other one will be used to transmit all nonreal-time traffic using one of the ICD/CRD channels assigned by the cluster-head. To
accomplish the operation of the whole system, the proposed technique is divided into
three core protocols, namely, the Cluster Configuration Protocol, the Inter-cluster
Communications Protocols, and the Intra-Cluster Coordination and Communication
Protocol.
•

The Cluster Configuration Protocol
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This core protocol is used by vehicles to control the transition from one state to
another. Each vehicle in this method can operate under one and only one of the following
states: Cluster-head (CH), Quasi-Cluster-head (QCH), Cluster Member (CM), and QuasiCluster Member (QCM). When the vehicle is in the CH state, one of its transceivers
operates on the ICC channel to forward the collected safety messages to the neighboring
clusters and the other transceiver uses the CRC channel to collect or broadcast safety
messages from/to cluster members. If the vehicle is in the QCH state, this means that it is
neither a CH nor a CM. In this state, one transceiver works on the ICC channel so that it
can receive and send safety messages, while the other transceiver is turned off. If the
vehicle switches to the QCH, it functions as cluster-head except for the ability in forming
clusters. When the vehicle switches to the CM state, one transceiver works on the CRC
channel to receive the consolidated safety messages and send their own safety messages
as well as data reservation requests, while the other transceiver operates on the CRD/ICD
channels. Finally, when the vehicle state becomes QCM, it uses one of its transceivers to
operate on the ICC channel. Switching the transceiver to ICC guarantees that the vehicle
can receive and send safety messages. This ensures that the vehicle can send and receive
safety messages even if it temporally loses contact with the cluster-head. The second
transceiver uses the CRC channel to be able to resume the communications with the
previous cluster-head.
•

The Inter-Cluster Coordination and Communication Protocol
In this protocol, the CH employs the TDMA technique over the CRC channel to

send and receive safety messages. In the CRC channel, time axis is divided into time slots
with equal length T. The length of the time slot depends on the number of cluster
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members and the length of the cycle. The operation sequence of this core protocol can be
summarized as follows: First, the cluster-head creates a schedule list specifying each
vehicle when it can transmit according to the total number of cluster members. The
cluster-head then distributes this list to all cluster members. Each cluster member
receives the list and sends its safety message and data channel reservation requests during
its own time slot. The cluster-head collects these messages and then broadcasts them back
to the cluster members via the CRC channel. The cluster-head also transmits the collected
messages to the neighboring clusters via the ICC channel. Finally, the cluster members
can use the second transceiver by switching into ICD or CRD to send and receive nonreal-time data. The communication between two nodes within the same cluster is
performed using direct link without contention. Since vehicles are equipped with two
transceivers, the safety messages and the non-real-time data can be serviced concurrently.
•

The Inter-Cluster Communication Protocol
This protocol is used to organize the communication between neighboring clusters.

The contention based technique will be used by the cluster members to access the media.
The non-real-time traffic will be sent on the ICD channel. Therefore, vehicles from
different clusters use the contention based method (IEEE 80.11) [39] to access the
common ICD channel to send and receive this type of data. The real-time safety
messages will be exchanged over the ICC channel. The CH, QCH, and QCM nodes from
different clusters contend for the shared ICC channel to transmit the safety messages.
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2.2.2 Cluster Formation Algorithms
In the previous section (2.2.1), we summarized some VANET clustering methods
focusing on the media access organization. In this section, we try to summarize the most
recent studies about cluster formation algorithms in VANET, and the main parameters
that are considered during the process of cluster formations.
Most of the proposed VANET cluster formation algorithms were derived from
MANET clustering schemes [37], [38], [40-48]. However, none of these methods
considered all mobility characteristics of the VANET nodes. The clustering algorithm
proposed in [24] is basically the Lowest ID used in MANET with a new modification.
The authors included the leadership duration as well as the direction in the lowest ID
algorithm to determine the node to be a cluster-head. The Leadership Duration (LD) is
defined as the period the node has been a leader since the last role change. The higher the
leadership duration, the more qualified the node is to be a cluster-head. Therefore, the
cluster-head rule is: choose the node with the longest leadership duration and then choose
the one with the lowest ID. The formation of clusters is based on beacon signals
broadcasted by the VANET nodes. Each node announces itself as a cluster-head and
broadcasts this to all neighbors. If it receives a reply from a neighboring node with a
lower ID and a higher leadership duration, then the node changes its state to a cluster
member. When a node leaves its cluster, it looks for another cluster in the neighborhood
to join. If none of the neighboring nodes or the neighboring cluster-head satisfy the
cluster-head election rules, then the node claims itself as a cluster-head.
The work in [24] was modified and presented in [25]. In addition to the LD and the
Moving Direction (MD), the authors introduced the Projected Distance variation (PD),
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which means distance variation of all neighbors over a period of time. Each node is
associated with a utility Weight (uW) of 3 parameters (LD, PD, ID), where the ID is the
identifier of the node. The LD parameter is given the highest weight. To define the total
utility weight, a lexicographical ordering of the 3 parameters (LD, PD, ID) is used. For
example, the utility weight (LD1, PD1, ID1) is greater than (LD2, PD2, ID2) if either
LD1 > LD2 or (LD1=LD2 and PD1<PD2) or (LD1=LD2 and PD1=PD2 and ID1<ID2).
Based on this, the LD value has maximum importance and its value is the primary factor
to determine the total uW. However, in both works [24] [25], the node that has higher
connectivity degree might not be elected to lead the cluster if there is another node that
has longer leadership duration. This will produce less stable cluster structure, because
having longer leadership duration doesn’t mean that the node has high connectivity
degree that gives it the ability to lead the cluster.
In [49], the authors proposed a heuristic clustering approach for cluster-head
elections that is equivalent to the computation of the Minimum Dominating Sets (MDS)
used in graph theory. This approach is called Position-based Prioritized Clustering (PPC)
and uses geographic position of nodes and the priorities associated with the vehicles
traffic information to build the cluster structure. For clustering purposes, each node is
assumed to broadcast a small amount of information of itself and its neighbors, which is
referred to by 5-tuples (node ID, cluster-head ID, node location, ID of the next node
along the path to the cluster-head, and node priority). A node becomes a cluster-head if it
has the highest priority in its one-hop neighborhood and has the highest priority in the
one-hop neighborhood of one of its one-hop neighbors. The priority of the node is
calculated based on the node ID, current time and the eligibility function. A Node having
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longer travel time has higher eligibility value, and this value decreases when the velocity
of the node deviates largely from the average speed.
The authors of [50] proposed a cluster formation technique where nodes use the
Affinity Propagation (AP) method to pass messages to one another. Basically, the
proposed algorithm takes an input function of similarities, s(i, j), which reflects how well
suited data point j is to be the exemplar of data point i. Nodes exchange two types of
messages: responsibility, r(i, j), indicating how well suited j is to be i’s exemplar, and
availability, a(i,j), indicating the desire of j to be an exemplar to i. The nodes use the self
responsibility, r(i, i), and self availability a(i, i), to reflect the accumulated evidence that
node i is an exemplar. When a node’s self responsibility and self availability become
positive, that node becomes a cluster-head. The authors proposed that a clustering
decision is made periodically every Clustering Interval (CI) period, and a clustering
maintenance is performed in between CI. However, having cluster members make
clustering decision every CI will increase the probability of re-clustering. Also the
authors didn’t take into consideration the speed difference among neighboring nodes.
In [45], the authors proposed a clustering technique for MANET applications. They
introduced an Aggregate Local Mobility (ALM), which is a relative mobility metric that
used the Received Signal Strength (RSS) at the receiving node as an indication of the
distance between the sender and the receiver. However, the use of RSS is highly
unreliable, especially in VANET environment, as indicated by other researchers [51]. The
paper [45] also did not take the speed difference as a parameter to form clusters.
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In [51], the authors basically uses the Aggregate Local Mobility (ALM) proposed in
[45], with some modifications, as a criterion for triggering cluster re-organization.
Originally, the ALM is a relative mobility metric that uses the Received Signal Strength
(RSS) at the receiving node as an indication of the distance between the sender and the
receiver [45]. The ratio of the RSS of two successive periodic hello messages indicates
the relative mobility between the two nodes. In [51], the authors used the location
information embedded in the periodic hello messages to determine the relative mobility
of the nodes instead of using the signal strength. In this technique, if two cluster heads
come into direct communication range, they exchange more than one packet in a
predefined period of time in order to consider the merging between the two clusters. In
case merging takes place, the cluster-head with the lower ALM value maintains its role
while the other gives up its role and becomes a member node in the new cluster.
However, the nodes that lost their cluster-head due to merging or mobility and can’t find
nearby clusters to join, they will all become cluster heads almost at the same time. There
will be a period where they will organize their minds as to who will be the new clusterhead. However, the authors did not take the speed difference of neighboring nodes into
consideration.
2.2.2.1 The Cluster-Based Location Routing
The Cluster Based Location Routing (CBLR) [21] is a reactive [52], [53] type of
protocols. The location of nodes is used by this method to improve the efficiency of the
routing protocol. The operation of the proposed algorithm can be divided into four phases
as follows: Cluster Formation, Location discovery, Routing of data packets, and
Maintenance of location information.
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•

Cluster Formation.
The initial step of this technique is accomplished by the formation of the clusters.

The formed cluster can have at least one cluster-head and zero or more cluster members.
In general, the states of the nodes can be classified into: Undecided, Cluster-head, and
Cluster Member. Initially every node is always in the undecided state. The node starts a
timer and sends a “HELLO” message. If the undecided node receives a “HELLO”
message from a cluster-head before the timer is expired, it becomes a member.
Otherwise, it becomes a cluster-head. The cluster-head maintains a Cluster Table that
contains the addresses and geographic locations of the member nodes, and a Cluster
Neighbor Table that contains information about the neighboring clusters. The clusterhead frequently sends “HELLO” messages to inform others about its availability and to
give chance for new members to join the cluster.
The network is divided into multiple clusters. The cluster-head takes the
responsibility of exchanging data among neighboring clusters. The cluster neighbor
tables are frequently distributed among clusters.
•

Location discovery.
The protocol implements the reactive approach to communicate with the destination

nodes. When a node needs to transmit data, it checks whether the destination is included
in its cluster table. If the destination node is not included, it sends a Location Request
(LREQ) packet. The cluster-head receives the LREQ and checks its table (The packet
will be dropped if it has been received more than once). If the destination node is
included in its table, it replies by uni-casting a Location Reply (LREP) packet to the
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source node. Otherwise, it records the address of the received LREQ in its list and
forwards the LREQ further to its neighboring cluster’s head.
When the destination cluster-head receives the LREQ it extracts the information in
the packet and records the location of the source node. The cluster-head sends a reply
LREP via its neighboring cluster-head. The reply packet doesn’t have to maintain a
routing path, the path, instead, is determined from the location (the path traversed by the
LREQ may be different from that traversed by the LREP).
•

Routing of data packets.
Since both, the source and the destination nodes know their relative positions. The

packets propagate from the source to the destination based on the location of the nodes.
As the transmission is in the direction of the destination node, the path will be shorter
than the other routing methods (In routing methods, the path found might not be the
shortest one).
•

Maintenance of location information.
The CBLR algorithm was designed to operate in very high mobile and dynamic

environment. This method allows the sender to update its location information before
sending every packet. Similarly, the receiver updates its location and then replies to the
sender.
2.2.2.2 Clustering Formation for Inter-vehicle Communication
The Clustering formation for inter-vehicle communication [54] basically classifies
vehicles into groups based on the speed range of vehicles. Vehicles that fall in the same
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speed group belong to the same cluster. The authors defined 7 groups based on the
minimum and maximum value of the speeds that the vehicles can use. The range of the
speed difference is 15KMph for all groups except group 0 and group 6, which is 30KMph
and 10KMph respectively. The authors adopted the ”First Declaration Wins rule”, which
is basically a node that first claims to be a cluster-head remains as a cluster-head and
rules the rest of nodes in its clustered area. According to the authors’ definition, if a
cluster member speed changes such that the node travels at a speed that is different from
the group speed for a period of time, then, the node must update its clustering group and
should seek for a new cluster even though the node is still under the transmission range of
its current cluster-head. The authors proposed that the cluster-head adjust its transmission
range when the density of the vehicles is very high. The cluster-head can reduce its
transmission range to include less number of vehicles to reduce the management
overhead. One of the drawbacks of this technique is that the first vehicle that claims to be
the cluster-head may have its speed and location on the boundaries of both parameters.
This cluster-head might lose the communications with its members soon. Moreover,
having the cluster-head adjust its transmission range according to the speed of the group,
makes the cluster members on the cluster boundary out of the transmission range of the
cluster-head. Thus, these nodes will leave the cluster, which results in an increase of the
cluster change rate.
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CHAPTER 3: THE PROPOSED METHODS FOR CHANNEL ACCESS
AND CLUSTERING IN VANET

3.1 Channel Allocation for RSU Based on Virtual Task Finish Time
3.1.1 Motive and System Description
The Admission Control (AC) and Scheduling schemes for RSUs are used to
determine how resources can be allocated to the requests coming from passing by
vehicles. If the requirements of the new arrival task can be fulfilled while guaranteeing
the requirements of the current in-progress sessions, then the task is admitted otherwise
it’s rejected. Mainly, the AC is used to handle the situations when the RSU is close to the
overloaded conditions. In such scenarios, accepting more nodes to increase system
throughput and bandwidth utilization means pushing the task finish time to the edges
(RSU departing time), which results in a very tight time allocation transmission plan
assigned to the admitted vehicles as in [11] [12]. In this case, the risk of those tasks
increases and the probability of task failure becomes higher. This could happen due to
fluctuations in the channel conditions, especially when vehicles move away from the
RSU where the signal strength becomes very weak.
To compromise between reducing the risk of the vehicles and increasing the system
throughput, we propose a new technique with the goal of keeping the number of admitted
tasks at higher levels, and at the same time reducing the risk of those tasks. The method
focuses on reducing the risk of the vehicles that have been getting service for long period
of time and are about to leave the RSU range. The motive behind our method comes from
special characteristics and physical limitations (e.g., road structures, flows constraints,
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Figure 3.1 Vehicles in the RSU communication range

safe distance, etc) which, can be explained with the help of Figure 3.1 as follows: the
figure shows that 4 vehicles getting service from the RSU. Consecutive vehicles on the
same lane, e.g.,
sec). Vehicle
Similarly

and

and

, try to keep Safe Distance (

is closer than

) (the safe distance is 1.5 – 3.0

(both are on the same lane) to depart the RSU region.

(both are on the same lane). Since vehicle
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is closer than
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from vehicle . Vehicle ’s risk should be minimized, however, vehicle
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will leave, at least, at time
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). Calculating the expected task finish

and allocating a virtual transmission plan that includes an extra

reserved time for vehicle

(similarly ) can help minimizing the risk of the vehicle (this

extra time will automatically be transferred to the transmission plan of vehicle

once it

becomes the first vehicle on its lane to depart the RSU region). The reserved extra time is
very small compared to the inter-arrival time, and this will not prevent the RSU from
admitting more tasks.
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3.1.2 System Model
The proposed work assumes that RSU and OBUs are equipped with DSRC [8] and
GPS devices. Vehicles enter the communication range of the RSU and request a service.
The RSU admits the new arrival as long as this admission doesn’t increase the risk of the
vehicles under service (especially the ones that have been getting service for long time
and are about to depart the RSU range), and as long as the RSU is able to finish the task
before the vehicle departs the RSU region.
For our method to function properly, it has to predict the position of the vehicle
while it’s under the RSU transmission range. After that, the method can use the predicted
location of the vehicle with respect to the RSU position to set the transmission rate and to
allocate the necessary time shares for the vehicle. Vehicle’s future position can be
predicted using the GPS and the mobility information (speed, acceleration, direction,
current position, etc). Same as proposed by [11], channel status can be represented using
data transmission rate and packets transmission failure. For data transmission rate, we use
,

to denote the maximum transmission rate for vehicle at time . Since transmission

over the wireless media is prone to errors, then we use
of transmission to vehicle

at time

,

to denote the error probability

(the transmission error probability can be

determined experimentally by varying the distance between the RSU and the nodes and
observe the number of failed packets over many runs). Same technique used in [11] [9].
In our proposed method, the time is divided into time slots called cycles . Each
cycle is of length

. Each task will be assigned a time share during each cycle once

started to receive data flows from the RSU. Each task must have a minimal transmission
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rate guarantee at each cycle once data flow begins. Upper layer applications require
continuous communications to maintain their connectivity [11]. In the rest of this section,
we use the terms task and vehicle interchangeably to refer to the same object.
3.1.3 Problem Analysis

The main goal of the admission control algorithms is to determine how resources are
allocated to the new arrival tasks. The task will be admitted if the AC algorithm is able to
allocate the necessary resources otherwise it’s rejected. Once admitted, the task should be
allocated sufficient resources to guarantee its successful completion. The admission
control algorithms try to increase the system throughput and to reduce the risk of the
admitted tasks. The trade-off between accepting more nodes to increase the system
throughput thus increase system utilization and at the same time reducing the risk of these
admitted tasks can be managed by optimal resource utilization.
Given that the max transmission rate and the transmission probability error can be
determined in advance (test field results can be found in [55]), the part that can be used to
control the amount of transferred data is the portion of time shares to each admitted task.
For each task, the time allocation plan and the distribution of the time shares over the
vehicle’s trip under the RSU transmission range should be managed carefully to
guarantee the successful completion of the task.
For task , the amount of data transferred in cycle is determined by the amount of
the time share,
transmission rate,

,

,

c (0 <

,

≤ 1) allocated during the cycle, the maximum

, and the probability of transmission error

,

. Therefore, task
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should be allocated a time share in each cycle until it’s finished successfully, this can be
represented as follows
$
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in cycle . This means each task has

a max number of cycles, - , as follows:
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In our proposed algorithm, the risk of the vehicle will be reduced automatically as it
progresses and moves toward the borders of the RSU transmission range. Our algorithm
differentiates between two types of vehicles. The vehicles that are closer to leave the
RSU transmission range (in terms of distance as shown in Figure 3.1), and the other
vehicles that are behind the ones in the front. This depends on the number of lanes. The
road with one-lane will have, at any time, only one vehicle closer than others to the RSU
range borders. For a road consisting of -lanes, there will be

vehicles that are closer

than others to the RSU transmission range borders (those vehicles might be on different
lanes as shown in Figure 3.1 or might be on the same lane).
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We define two sets, 01 to store the admitted vehicles (tasks) that are closer to the

RSU transmission range borders (the number of vehicles in 01 depends on the number of
lanes, so, for

-lanes road, there will be

vehicles in 01), and 02 to store the other

admitted vehicles (tasks). For task in 02, the expected task finish time, * , is calculated,

and based on that the task is allocated a transmission plan. The vehicles in 02 are not

going to leave the RSU before the ones in 01, therefore, the expected task finish time of

those vehicles (02 members) can’t exceed their departing time 2 and can be expressed as
follows:
* ≤2,

∀ ∈ 02

(3.4)

For each task in 01, the algorithm tries to minimize its risk, therefore it’s very

important to distinguish between the actual calculated expected task finish time, * , and

the virtual task finish time, * ,567 , that will be used to allocate the final air-time plan for

those vehicles. The actual expected task finish time for 01 members should always be:
* ≤ 2 − ∆ , ∀ ∈ 01
where ∆

(3.5)

is an extra time called Backup Time, which can be used to transmit the

remaining data in case the task couldn’t be finished at time * . The algorithm calculates
the virtual task finish time, * ,567 , for each member of 01 and Q2 as follows:
* + ∆ , ∀ ∈ 01;
* ,5 7 = :
*,
∀ ∈ 02

(3.6)

This means we need to allocate a transmission plan called Virtual Transmission

Plan, < ,5 7 , for 01 members assuming that the task will be finished at * + ∆

instead
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of * . Although, we know that the task will be finished at * , but we still reserve extra

time ∆

so that the RSU can transmit the remaining data before the vehicle leaves the

RSU range in case the task was not finished at * . Eventually, vehicles in 01 will finish

their tasks or leave the RSU range, and the vehicles (members of 02) that become now
closer to leave the RSU region are removed from 02 and added to 01. The ∆

(or part

of it in case it is partially used by tasks in 01) will automatically be transferred to those
vehicles. This is a dynamic process that can be explained in the example shown in Figure
3.2 (a) and (b)

∆

Based on the above, the virtual transmission plan for any Q1 member is: < ,5 7 =

+∑

#$
%&

,

, and the total allocated transmission plan for all 01 members is <=& =

$
∑ ∈=& < ,5 7 . The transmission plan for any 02 member is: < = ∑#%&

,

, and the total

allocated transmission plan for all 02 members is <=> = ∑ ∈=> < . So, the total
transmission plan < ?
<?

@A

= <=& + <=>

@A

for B (B = 01 ∪ 02) is:

In our algorithm, the extra time ∆

(3.7)

is reserved and will dynamically be part of the

air-time transmission plan allocated to the vehicles that are closer to leave the RSU range.
As soon as those vehicles finish their task or leave the RSU region, this extra time will
automatically be part of the air-time transmission plan of the next vehicle to leave the
RSU region.
First, we explain our method using the example shown in Figure 3.2 (a) and (b), and
then we show the algorithm used to implement our method. For simplicity, we show an
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example of a one-lane road (Our algorithm can be implemented on -lanes road). The
example assumes departures every cycle (in real life departures of the same lane depend
on the

that can be between 1.5-3 sec.). Initially, 1 entered the RSU range first and is

allocated a plan, and then 2 entered the RSU range and assigned a transmission. After
that, D3 arrived and squeezed into the total allocated plan. Figure 3.2 (a) shows the state

of the system after admitting 3. Figure 3.2 (a) shows the state of the system for

cycles , + 1, + 2, and

+ 3. Since 1 is the first one to leave the RSU range, then

it’s a 01 member. Therefore, our algorithm allocates a virtual transmission plan *5&,5 7

(*5&,5 7 = *5& + ∆ ) for 1 (the green color for 1 shown in Figure 3.2 (a)). Vehicles

2 and 3 have their expected task finish time *> and *F equal to their virtual task finish

time *5>,5 7 and *5F,5 7 respectively, and this time is very close to their leave time 2>

and 2F . Each vehicle is assigned a time share,

Figure 3.2 Illustrative example

5,

in cycle such that ∑+%&

5

≤ 1,
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G = 3 is the total number of tasks. The figure also shows the time shares assigned for

each task in each cycle. Note that the time share for 1 in + 1 includes the extra backup

time ∆

(although 1 will finish its task at *5& ). If

1 is able to finish its task by *5& (or

anytime before *5&,5 7 ), then the remaining part of its share (the extra time ∆ ) can be
used (in addition to its original time share

5 , +1 )

by 2 to download more data during

+ 1 thus bringing its task finish time *5> earlier as shown in Figure 3.2 (b). Since our

algorithm re-evaluates the transmission plan for each task every cycle, then, in the next
cycle + 2,

2 becomes the closer one to leave the RSU, therefore, the algorithm

allocates a virtual transmission plan for 2 (the green color shows the gap between *5>
and *5>,5 7 ). The same procedure will be repeated for the other tasks.

In case the transmission plan is very tight (the task finish time is very close to the

deadline) and the backup time is partially used by 01 members, then allocating ∆

in the

next cycle for each new 01 member means reducing time share of other tasks (02
members). In this case, those tasks will be risked since their finish time might exceed

their deadlines. Therefore, the proposed algorithm first tries to allocate resources for insession tasks and then admit new tasks if there is enough room. Before discussing
algorithm operation in details, we first explain the principle of resource compensation
when the system is highly overloaded and the time transmission plan is very tight.
3.1.4 Time Shares Compensation
As mentioned earlier, once data flow starts, the task will be allocated a time share in
each cycle until it’s finished. Each cycle can be shared by multiple tasks and based on
this we introduce the following definitions:
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Definition-1: Tasks A and B form a compensation pair if both tasks have time shares in
one or more cycles.
For a continuous flow of tasks admitted by the RSU, there will be a cycle,

,

at

which a new admitted task is scheduled to start such that no other early admitted tasks
sharing the cycles ,

H&

,

H> ,…

And based on this we introduce the second definition

Definition-2: A new transmission plan < ?

@A (with

a new backup time) is created only

when a new task, subsequent tasks as well, is admitted and scheduled to start getting
service at cycle

such that no other already in-session tasks sharing the cycles ,

H&

,

H> ,….

The main goal of the algorithm is to guarantee the service for the in-session tasks

before admitting new nodes. Therefore, if the backup time (or part of it) is used by 01

members, then allocating backup time for the new tasks will be at the expense of 02
members’ shares (by reducing their shares), and if the transmission plan is very tight,

then 02 members might fail (their task finish time * will exceed their deadlines 2 ). Let

I be the number of tasks that are allocated backup time to be used during cycle

J be the portion of the backup time used by those tasks, then (I ∗ ∆
given to the next tasks (02 members) during

and

− J) is always

to help them transfer more data to bring

their finish time as early as possible. Since the algorithm relies on Equations 3.1 through
3.11 (Equations 3.10 through 3.11 are shown in Section 3.1.4) to determine < ?

@A ,

then

reducing the share of the admitted tasks (02 members) to compensate the used part of the
backup time will make the solution of these equations infeasible (* will exceed

2 because reducing the time share will delay the task finish time). To avoid risking all
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02 tasks and at the same time guaranteeing with high probability the successful

completion of all tasks belonging to the same < ?
identify one task within < ?

@A

@A ,

the proposed algorithm tries to

and reduces its share to compensate J. The algorithm

selects the task whose * is the latest (maximum) among all tasks belonging to the
same < ?

@A ;

this task is the last one that started the service within < ?

@A .

Reducing the time share of the selected task will delay its finish time and more
reduction makes the task finish time exceed its deadline (section 3.1.4 shows how the
algorithm handles this case). If ℎ represents the task whose time share is reduced, then

the amount by which the time share of the task is reduced is L (L ≤ J), and the amount of
data, , the task would have received during L is:
=L∗

where
cycle

M,
M,

(1 −

and

M,
M,

)

(3.8)

are the transmission rate and the failure probability of task ℎ during

respectively. The task whose share is reduced should continue receiving the

service. But, if *M > 2M , then this will violate the rules of generating < ?

@A

using the

algorithm. Therefore, to avoid violating the rules and make the algorithm be able to
generate < ?

@A ,

the algorithm, temporarily, assumes that the remaining data, )M , of

task ℎ is reduced by . The algorithm continues generating the total transmission plan
<?

@A

using the new temporarily assumed

data, ) +O,M , is calculated by:
) +O,M =

)M −

) +O,M value. The temporary remaining

(3.9)
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The algorithm tries to allocate the transmission plan for task ℎ based on
instead of

) +O,M

)M (using ) +O,M makes *M ≤ 2M ). Every time the share of task ℎ is reduced

by L, the ) +O,M is also reduced by . The algorithm keeps monitoring task ℎ and tries
to increase its share if channel conditions improved and there is extra time to use.

Eventually, task ℎ will be a 01 member and will be eligible for extra time allocation.
As long as

can be compensated once task ℎ becomes a 01 member, the algorithm will

continue providing it with the required service. The algorithm allocates the whole extra
backup time for task ℎ to compensate

the current < ?
different < ?

@A ).

@A

(remember *M is the latest among all members in

and all other tasks that started the service after ℎ belong to

The algorithm keeps checking whether

can be compensated or not. If

can’t be compensated using the extra time, the algorithm will immediately drop task ℎ

from service, and will use the time that is supposed to be reserved for task ℎ to admit new
tasks. The algorithm tries to identify the tasks that might fail with high probability and
attempts to drop them early to reduce the cost associated with waste of resources. Early
dropping of the task that has consumed less amount of resources will reduce the cost
associated with resources’ wastage. Moreover, this task requires more resources in the
future and if the task keeps using them, then all these resources is a waste. Therefore,
early dropping allows us to use the resources efficiently.
3.1.4 Algorithm Description
The transmission plan is generated using linear programming technique as shown in
Algorithms 1 and 2 of figures 3.3 and 3.4 respectively. The algorithm generates a list of
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task finish time for admitted tasks by iteratively solving Equation (3.3) and Equation
(3.10) through (3.11).
∑

#$,P$Q
%&

∑ ∈=&,=>

,

,

R1 −

,

S ≥ ) + T, T = :

≤ 1, for cycle

In equation (3.10), T is used to reserve ∆

0,

∗ ∆ , ∀ ∈ 01 ;
∀ ∈ 02

(3.10)
(3.11)

for 01 members; the equation implies that

the task should be completed by * ,5 7 cycles and this schedule should include ∆

as part

of it. Equation (3.11) means the total shares in each cycle should not exceed 1.
At the beginning of the algorithm, we try to check whether the resources are
sufficient for the in-session tasks by checking whether or not the solution of the
Equations is feasible. If the solution is feasible, then the algorithm continues pushing the
task finish time backward otherwise share reduction algorithm is called. The algorithm
keeps pushing the task finish time by decrementing * ,5 7 by ∆U until the equations are

violated. Then , the algorithm fixes * ,5 7 for all 01 members and enters the inner loop,

and repeats the same procedure for 02 members starting from the vehicle whose task
finish time is the min (those tasks have been getting service for long time and are about to
leave the transmission range) as shown in line 16 of algorithm 1. The algorithm keeps

decrementing until all * ’s of 02 members are fixed. The output of the algorithm is the

total time plan consisting of the virtual time plan for 01 and 02 members.

If the solution is not feasible from the first iteration (lines 3 and 4 of algorithm 1),
then share reduction algorithm is called. If no task was selected for share reduction, then

the algorithm picks the task with max * (most likely this task started late and has not
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consumed much of the bandwidth). The algorithm uses the same task for future share

reduction. This task will be allocated the whole extra time once it becomes in 01 to
compensate the share that was reduced.

Algorithm 1: Time Plan Determination
1: B = 01 ∪ 02
2: * ,5 7 = 2 , ∀ ∈ 01, 02
3: test feasibility of eq. (3.2) (3.3) (3.10) (3.11) ∀ ∈ 01, 02
4: if V W X Y2 then
5: Perform share reduction (Algorithm 2)
6: else
7: * ,5 7 = * ,5 7 − ∆U, ∀ ∈ B
8: test feasibility of eq. (3.2) (3.3) (3.10) (3.11) ∀ ∈ 01, 02
9: if eq. are feasible then
10: repeat steps 7 through 8
11: else
12: * ,5 7 = * ,5 7 + ∆U, ∀ ∈ B
13: fix * ,5 7 ∀ ∈ 01
14: 0`2 ← ∅
15: while Q2 ≠ ∅
16:
← X jG ∈=> *
17:
* ,5 7 = * ,5 7 − ∆U, ∀ ∈ 02
18:
test feasibility (01, 02)
19:
if not feasible then
20:
* ,5 7 = * ,5 7 + ∆U, ∀ ∈ 02
21:
02 = 02 ∪ 0`2
22:
return 02
23:
else
24:
02 = 02 − { }
25:
0`2 = 0`2 ∪ { }
26:
end if
27: end while
28: fix * ,5 7 ∀ ∈ 02
29: end if
30: end if

Figure 3.3 time plan allocation
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Algorithm 2: Share Reduction
ℎ: is the task whose share is reduced
1: if ℎ has not been determined
/* ℎ should be within < ? @A */
2: ℎ ← X jGXsM∈=> *M
3:
),6x,M = )M −
/* is calculated using eq. 3.8 */
4: else
5:
),6x,M = ),6x,M −
6: end if
5: while eq. (3.2) (3.3) (3.10) (3.11) not feasible
6:
),6x,M = ),6x,M − y
/* y is smaller than */
7: end while

Figure 3.4 task share reduction
3.1.5 Allocation and Distribution of Time Shares

Sending more data to the vehicles that are in good signal quality is an efficient
technique that has been widely used in the wireless networking [34] [11] (e.g., vehicles B
and C in Figure 3.4 has high signal strength, while vehicles A and D have weaker signal
strength). Since
,

and

,

is determined based on the distance between the RSU and the vehicle,

can be derived from experiments, then the time share

,

is the parameter that

can be used to control the amount of data to be transmitted. The objective is to maximize
the time share of the vehicles with high signal strength [11]. Therefore, for cycle :
W = GXs

,

(3.12)

Subject to
$
∑#%&

,

,
,

(1 −

,

(1 −
,

)≥

,

) ≥ ), ∀ ∈ B

+,
,
,

(for all )

(3.13)

(3.14)
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∆}~

,

∀ ∈ 01,

only for the last ;

(z + ∑ ∈{

) ≤ 1,

z < 1, and

is the length of the cycle. Equation (3.15) means ∆

z =|

•

0,

∀ ∈ 02

(3.15)

should be part of the

cycle at which the task of 01 member is expected to finish.

Figure 3.5 vehicles’ positions with respect to the RSU

3.2 Media Access Technique for Cluster-based Vehicular Ad hoc
Networks
3.2.1 System Description
The proposed protocol is a hybrid method that uses scheduled-based and contentionbased approaches for Intra-Cluster and Inter-Cluster communications respectively. The
design of our protocol is motivated by the fact that DSRC interface uses 7 nonoverlapping 10 MHz channels. While the communication range of the control channel is
1000 or more meters, it is in the range of 30 to 400 meters for the service channels.
Similar to [22], our proposed protocol takes advantage of the variation of communication
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ranges of service and control channels such that, the control channel, CRL, will be used
to deliver safety data and advertisements across neighboring clusters, and a service
channel, called SRV, will be used to exchange safety and non- safety data within the
cluster (Figure 3.6). Unlike [22] where each vehicle is assumed to have two DSRC
interfaces, we think vehicles are very unlikely to have more than one DSRC interface.
Therefore, we assume that each vehicle is equipped with a single DSRC interface and a
GPS device. But, with one DSRC interface installed, the protocol must be designed to
challenge the fact that DSRC interfaces demodulate one channel at a time [8]. This
means, even though the DSRC interface has 7 channels, it can’t use more than one
channel at the same time. To solve this problem, we introduce the so called system cycle,
which is divided into Scheduled-Based (SBP) and Contention-Based (CBP) sub-periods
and repeat every T millisecond. Using this cycle, the proposed method can support
numerous data delivery types having different requirements.
direction of motion

Figure 3.6 inter/intra-cluster communication links
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3.2.2 Cluster Formation and Cluster Members Functionality
Once the cluster is formed, the cluster-head is elected, the cluster-head utilizes SRV
channel and takes over the responsibility of all inter/intra-cluster management. The
cluster-head takes the responsibility of accomplishing the following tasks:
1. Assigning time slots to all cluster members.
2. Processing and disseminating all received safety messages and advertisements.
3. Electing the Cluster Forwarder (CF) node.
The Cluster Forwarder is a cluster member that will be assigned the task of
Forwarding all safety messages and advertisements backward to the nearby clusters via
the CRL channel.
3.2.3 The Cluster System Cycle
The proposed protocol assumes a single system cycle that is shared between the
SRV channel, the remaining service channels, and the CRL channel. As shown in Figure
3.7, the SRV channel consists of Cluster Members Period (CMP) and Cluster-head Period
(CHP). CMP is divided into time slots. Each time slot can be owned by only one cluster
member. The end of the CHP period is followed by the CBP period during which CRL is
used by only CF and CH.
At the beginning of each cycle, all vehicles switch to SRV channel. Each system
cycle starts with a frame sent by the cluster-head called the Start Frame (SF). This frame
specifies the number of time slots before the SBP of the next cycle. All cluster members
receive the frame and become synchronized with the cluster-head. During the CMP
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Figure 3.7 cluster system cycle
period each cluster member uses its time slot to send its status, safety messages and
advertisement.
The CHP period follows the CMP period and is allocated to the cluster-head to
process all collected messages. During the CHP period, the cluster-head processes the
received messages and responds to all cluster members’ requests. Vehicles remain
listening to the SRV channel until the end of the SBP period. After that, they have the
option to stay on the same channel, or switch to any other channel. By default, vehicles
switch to the CRL channel. The cluster-head and the cluster forwarder must jump to the
CRL channel at the beginning of the CBP period. During this period, the cluster
forwarder competes for the media to send messages, while the cluster-head keeps
receiving safety messages from neighboring clusters. Note that, concurrently during CBP
cluster members can exchange data with one another and also with neighboring clusters
via service channels, which have been dynamically scheduled by the cluster-head to
specific cluster members during the CHP period.
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3.2.4 Delay Analysis
The delay parameter is very crucial for the delivery of safety messages. All safety
messages generated by cluster members are propagated to their destination via three steps
as follows:
•

Message transmission via the SRV channel within the cluster.

•

Message delivery to neighboring clusters via the CRL channel.

•

Message dissemination in the receiving cluster via the SRV channel.
The delay of the safety message, while transmitted on the SRV channel, is
deterministic and subject to the upper bound of the SBP period. The length of the
SBP,
€•‚

€•‚ ,

can be expressed by:

= -Uƒ +

„…‚

(3.16)

Whereas Uƒ is the time slot reserved for each cluster member (depending on the data
transfer rate and the size of the safety message),

„…‚

is the time needed by the † to

process the collected messages, and - can be defined using the following equation:

-=

>7‡

ˆH‰A

(3.17)

D2 is the average length of the vehicle; Š is the average gap between two consecutive

vehicles; 2 is the number of lanes per road, and

is the radius of the cluster. But, the

delay of the safety message is nondeterministic while it’s on the CRL channel, because of
the IEEE 802.11 Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) [39] that depends on the
Contention-Based method to get access to the media. So, in order to study the impact of
the competition based method on safety message delay, we need to take into account the
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following types of nodes contribute to the delay of the safety message, while on the CRL
channel:
•

The CF and CH nodes belonging to different nearby clusters.

•

The nearby individual nodes in a non-clustered state.
If we denote the maximum tolerable delay of a safety message by

+@•
ƒ@‹6 Œ ,

and the

length of the system cycle period by Ž, then, in order to deliver safety messages on time,
the following condition must be satisfied:
Ž<

+@•
ƒ@‹6 Œ

(3.18)

The time at which a cluster member generates its safety message is very important to
determine the maximum delivery time to notify cluster nodes, and to notify neighboring
cluster nodes. As shown in Figure 3.8, the cluster member might generate the safety
message either during the SBP sub-period or during the CBP sub-period. But it can only
send it during the SBP period.
•

If a safety message is generated and sent by any cluster member during CMP subperiod, all cluster members and neighboring cluster members must be notified on
time. Therefore,
+@•
+@•
o The max delay, denoted by *•A•ƒ
67 , to notify cluster members is: *•A•ƒ 67 ≤
€•‚ .

+@•
o The max delay, denoted by *,6
•M

•

+@•
members is: *,6
•M

?7

≤Ž+

?7 ,

to notify neighboring cluster

€•‚ .

If the vehicle generates safety message during the CBP sub-period, it can send it only
during SBP of the next cycle. Therefore, the maximum delay to inform all cluster
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Figure 3.8 message generation and transmission during a single cycle
members and neighboring cluster members after the safety message generation is:
+@•
o The max delay to notify cluster members is: *•A•ƒ
67 < Ž.

+@•
o The max delay to notify neighboring cluster members is: *,6
•M

?7

< 2Ž.

Assuming that the cluster forwarder is able to send the safety message over the CRL
channel at least once every cycle. Note that, as mentioned earlier, if some vehicles in the
receiving cluster listen to the control channel while the CF node is sending safety
+@•
messages, they can receive safety messages within a time that is less than *,6
•M

even is less than Ž.

?7 ,

or

Before discussing the impact of IEEE 802.11 Contention-Based technique [39] on

the delivery of the safety messages, we need to set Ž based on Equation (6). Since, the
value of Ž depends on the maximum tolerable time of

+@•
ƒ@‹6 Œ ,

we have to define this

time first. Therefore, we refer to [58] where the authors demonstrated four types of
Vehicular Safety Communication (VSC) applications -Stop/Slow Vehicles Ahead (SVA)
Advisor, Emergency Electronic Brake Light (EEBL) Advisor, Forward Collision warning
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Table I: Application range and tolerance time window for different VSC applications

VSC Applications

Application Range

Tolerance Time Window

SVA

300m

0.5 – 3.0 sec

EEBL

250m

0.3 – 2.0 sec

FCW

150m

0.3 – 1.0sec

LCA

100m

0.3 – 2.0 sec

(FCW), and Lane Change (& Blind Spot) Advisor (LCA). The application range for the
safety messages and the time to receive these messages is shown in Table 1. Based on
these results we set

+@•
ƒ@‹6 Œ

= 300 msec., and the length of Ž = 90 msec.

3.2.5 The Impact of IEEE 802.11 Distributed Coordinated Function (DCF) on the
Delay of the Safety Message
The IEEE 802.11 DCF is employed to transmit messages across neighboring
clusters. When the CF node has a packet to transmit, it senses the channel at the
beginning of the CBP. If the channel is sensed idle for a duration called Distributed InterFrame Space (DIFS), the node waits for a random period of time called Back-off interval.
If the channel remains idle, the node transmits its packet with probability one when the
back-off counter reaches zero. If the channel is busy, the node freezes its back-off
counter. In addition, the random back-off interval range is doubled after subsequent failed
transmission attempt according to Binary Exponential Back-off (BEB) [39].
Many studies have been published analyzing the performance of the IEEE 802.11
DCF and the impact of this method on the important network metrics like throughput,
delay, and fairness. In this dissertation, we use simulation to study the impact of the
IEEE802.11 on the delivery of the safety messages transmitted over the CRL channel
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among neighboring nodes.

3.3 A Novel Algorithm to Form Stable Clusters in Vehicular Ad hoc
Networks
An efficient cluster formation algorithm is proposed for VANET environment with
the aim of enhancing the stability of the network topology. This technique takes the speed
difference as a parameter to create relatively stable cluster structure. A new multi-metric
algorithm for cluster-head election is also proposed. The cluster formation algorithm runs
in three phases, the cluster initiation followed by the cluster-head determination phase,
and finally, the cluster finalizing phase. A suitability function is used by each node to
determine its eligibility to become a cluster-head.
3.3.1 System Overview and Assumptions
The degree of the speed difference among neighboring vehicles is the key criterion
for constructing relatively stable clustering structure. Neighboring vehicles cooperate
with each other to form clusters. In general, vehicles build their neighborhood
relationship using the position data embedded in the periodic messages. Usually, vehicles
broadcast their current state to all other nodes within their transmission range .
Therefore, two vehicles are considered -neighbors if the distance between them is less
than or equal .
Clusters are formed by vehicles traveling in the same direction (one way). Therefore,
all -neighboring nodes used in our analysis are limited to those vehicles traveling in the
same direction. However, the speed levels among the -neighbors vary and this variation
might be very high; thus, not all -neighbors are suitable to be included in one cluster,
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and therefore, they are not good Candidate Cluster Members (CCM). In order to build
relatively stable clustering structure, vehicles should consider only -neighbors that are
good CCM. Therefore, in this work, vehicles are required to classify their -neighbors
into Stable Neighbors (SN) and Non-Stable Neighbors. Two vehicles are considered -

stable neighbors if their relative speed is less than some predefined threshold, ±∆

M.

Hence, only stable neighbors of the vehicle initiating the cluster formation request
participate in the cluster formation process.
To show how the degree of the speed difference is used in our technique, we first
introduce the statistical distributions of the vehicles’ velocity. According to [59] [60]
[61], the velocity can be modeled using the normal distribution with mean, µ, and

variance, ” > , and its probability density function ( *W) is given by:
5( ) = •

˜(P˜™)š
š›š

&

√>—

(3.19)

The speed difference, ∆ , between a vehicle and its

distribution with *W given as:
∆5 (∆

)=

&

•∆P √>—

˜(∆P˜™∆P )š
š›∆P

-neighbors follows normal

(3.20)

>
Where ∆ = 1 − 2, œ∆5 = œ1 − œ2, and ”∆5
= J&> + ”>> . The probability that the

speed difference between two -neighbors falls within the threshold ∆ can be obtained
by:
∆5 (−∆

M

<∆ <∆

M)

=

∆5
• ∆5~Ÿ
•∆P √>—
~Ÿ
&

˜(∆P˜™∆P )š
š›∆P

. *∆

(3.21)
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Note that, in (3.21), for a given ∆

M,

the

∆5

value decreases as ”∆5 increases. Thus, the

expected number of stable neighbors (SN) will vary. So, in order to avoid having high
variation of this number, the threshold can be set as a function of the standard deviation,
e.g., ∆

M

= y”. Thus, the threshold is a dynamic parameter which depends on the speed

characteristics of the vehicles within the vicinity.
The stable neighbors of a given vehicle might not be stable with respect to each
others; thus they can’t belong to the same cluster. Therefore, in order to partition the
network into minimum number of clusters, such that all cluster members are stable with
respect to each other (fast moving vehicles in one cluster and slower moving vehicles in
another cluster), not all vehicles are allowed to initiate the cluster formation process even
though each vehicle can determine its stable neighbors. In the following section, we
discuss which vehicle is a preferable one to initiate the clustering process.
3.3.2 Clustering Process and Protocol Structure
The Inter-Vehicle Communication (IVC) operates in the 5.9 GHz band to support
safety and non-safety applications. The Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC)
uses 75 MHz bandwidth (5.850-5.925 GHz) which is divided into 7 channels. One of the
channels is called the control channel, and the remaining six are called service channels
[8]. Vehicles are assumed to utilize the control channel to exchange periodic messages
and gather information about their neighborhood, and use one service channel to define
the cluster radius and perform all intra-cluster communication tasks. According to the
DSRC specifications [8], the data link layer can provide a transmission range of up to
1000 meters for a channel. VANET applications can use a longer range ()) for the
control channel so that a cluster-head can communicate with neighboring cluster heads
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for safety message disseminations, and a shorter range ( ) for a service channel that is
used for intra-cluster managements. Using the control channel, vehicles can gather status
information of other neighboring vehicles and then can build a complete picture about
their neighbors which can even go beyond the cluster boundaries.
Since in our technique, slower vehicles will be in one cluster and faster vehicles will
be in a different cluster, we can start the cluster formation process either from the slowest
or fastest vehicle. For example, if we start with the slowest vehicle, then all the
neighboring vehicles of this slowest vehicle that satisfy the speed threshold will be in the
first cluster. The remaining vehicles will then go through the same cluster formation
process to create other clusters. By extracting the velocity data embedded in the periodic
messages, any vehicle can determine whether it has the slowest velocity among all its

neighbors within ) communications range. The slowest vehicle, in our method, is
supposed to initiate the cluster formation process by sending a cluster formation request
and only its stable neighbors participate in this process. The neighboring vehicles whose

relative velocity, with respect to the slowest vehicle, is greater than the threshold, ∆

M,

will not be grouped in the same cluster.
3.3.3 Neighborhood Relationship
The neighborhood term is directly associated with the transmission zone of the node.
But, the DSRC is a multi-channel interface with different transmission ranges. Therefore,
the neighborhood term needs to be re-defined according to the channel being used for the
communications. To illustrate this, consider Figure 3.9, in which three vehicles l, m and n
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Figure 3.9 neighborhood relationship of a given vehicle
are located within geographical area. For node 2, node

is considered a neighbor from

the perspective view of the control channel, but not a neighbor from the perspective view
of the service channel because the distance 2 to from

is greater than

which is the

maximum range of the service channel. Node G is considered a neighbor from the
perspective view of both service and control channels. As nodes exchange their status
information via the control channel, it would be easy for node 2 to identify that node

is

within 2 distance. Although neighborhood is built using the control channel, it will be
represented using -neighbors terminology. For example, node

because it’s within 2 distance.

is called a 2 -neighbor

3.3.4 Cluster-Head Election Parameters
The mobility information (velocity, location, node degree, and direction) of the

nodes is exchanged via the control channel whose coverage area, ), is larger than that of
the service channel,

, used to define the cluster boundary (radius). The mobility

information of the 2 -stable neighbors is needed for the vehicle to initiate the cluster
formation request, while cluster-head election information for any node is limited to the
nodes that are within

distance from the node itself.
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The priority of a node to become a cluster-head is determined by its suitability value
that is computed based on the mobility information of its neighborhood. We denote the
suitability value of the node by ¡, the speed by , the position by , and the stable nodal

degree (the number of stable -neighbors) by *. Thus, the suitability ¡ = W(*, , ) is a
function defined according to the following criteria:
•

The suitability value of the vehicle is calculated by considering the mobility
information of its stable neighbors only.

•

Nodes having higher number of stable neighbors, maintaining closer distances to
their stable neighbors, and having closer speed to the average speed of their stable
neighbors should have higher suitability value, thus they are more qualified to be
elected as cluster heads.

To calculate the suitability value, each vehicle has to find how close its position is to

the mean position of all its * stable neighbors. The vehicle also determines how close its
velocity is to the mean velocity of all its * stable neighbors. Since the distance of the

vehicle to the mean position of its * stable neighbors can have large values, it’s necessary

to use the normalization technique to avoid having this parameter dominate the results of
the calculation. The normalized mean distance,

,?7+ ,

of a node to its * stable neighbors

can be found by having each node calculate the mean position, œO , and the standard
deviation, ”O , of all its * stable neighbors, thus, the
,?7+

=

¢£¤

,$

•¢

¥¢

,?7+

can be calculated by:
(3.22)
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O?ƒ

where

is the position of the vehicle. The smaller the

,?7+

value, the closer the

position of the vehicle to the mean position of its stable neighbors. The normalized mean
,?7+

speed

can be calculated using the same way. The smaller the

,?7+

value, the

closer the speed of the vehicle is to the mean speed of its neighbors. Finally, the
suitability value, ¡, can be calculated as follows:

¡ = *e
Where

¦x

=|

(3.23)
,?7+ |

+|

,?7+ |

and 0 < z ≤ 1 indicates the sensitivity of ¡ to , the

higher ¡ value the more qualified the node is to become a cluster-head. Figure 3.10

shows the impact of the mobility parameters on the suitability. The Figure shows that the
suitability of the node to win the cluster-head role decreases as the distance and the speed
to * neighbors deviates very large from the mean.
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3.3.5 Cluster Formation Algorithm
In order to execute the algorithm, each vehicle is assumed to maintain and update a

set of stable neighbors SN(t) at time , which contains the IDs of all 2 -stable neighbors.
IDs are classified into two subsets: The Γ(t) and the Ʌ(t), which contain the IDs of the

2 -stable neighbors whose velocity is greater than and less than the velocity of the
current vehicle respectively. At any time, there should be a vehicle whose speed is the
slowest among its 2 -stable neighbors, and as a result, the Ʌ(t) list maintained by this

vehicle is empty. The pseudo codes of the algorithms (Algorithms 3-5) are shown in
Figures 3.11-3.13. The algorithm basically requires that the slowest vehicle or the vehicle
whose Ʌ(t) members belong to other clusters originates the cluster formation process.
This vehicle is called the Cluster Originating vehicle (COV). Line 3 in Algorithms 3,
shows that COV sends the InitiateCluster(CIDtmp) with its ID as a temporary cluster ID
to all Γ(t). Then, as shown in Algorithms 4, all Γ(t) non-clustered members react upon
receiving this message by setting their cluster ID temporarily to be the ID of the COV as
shown in line 3. Vehicles start calculating their suitability to become a CH as shown in

line 4. Then, the vehicle calculates the waiting time, Žx@ , before announcing its

eligibility to become a cluster-head as shown in line 5. The vehicle waits for Žx@ that is
proportional to the suitability value of the vehicle. The higher the suitability value, the
Algorithm 3 Initiating Clustering Process
1: if Ʌ( )
G ©)||(Ʌ( ) G GY
∈V ℎ
2:
ª +O ← . *
3: send ª
X 2¡
( ª +O )
4: end if

Figure 3.11 clustering initiation process

2¡

) then
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Algorithm 4 CH Competition and Determination
1: if ∈ Γ( ) then
2:
On Receiving ª
X 2¡
( ª +O )
3:
. ª ← ª +O
4:
. ¡ XY 2 ©()
5:
. Žx@ ←
W Ž G ()
6:
while . Žx@ > 0 do
7:
if ¬V G 2¡
( † # ) ∈ Γ( ) then
8:
if
* † # ∈ Γ( ) then
9:
0¡ VG
V ()
( † #)
10:
Process ¬V G 2¡
11:
end if
12:
else
13:
Decrement R . Žx@ S
14:
end if
15:
end while
. Ž Ž- ← †
16:
17:
†# ← . *
18:
. ª ← †#
19:
Send ¬V G 2¡
( † #)
20: end if

Figure 3.12 cluster-head determination process
less the waiting time value. This can be seen in lines 6 through 15. If the vehicle receives
a FormCluster(CHid) message from any other vehicle belongs to Γ(t) before its waiting

time, Žx@ , expires, then the vehicle determines that there are other vehicles belong to

Γ(t) that are more suitable to win the CH role. Therefore, the vehicle quits the
competition and processes the received message. This is shown in lines 7 through 11. If
the waiting time of the vehicle expires before any other vehicle sends the
FormCluster(CHid) message, then the current vehicle wins the cluster-head competition,
changes its state to a cluster-head, and sets the cluster ID to be its own ID. This is shown
in lines 16 through 18. Finally, the vehicle sends the FormCluster(CHid) message with
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Algorithm 5 Cluster Formation Finalization
1: if ® ∈ Γ( ) then
2:
On Receiving ¬V G 2¡
( † #)
3:
if ® ∈ (Γ( ) ∩ . °) then
4:
® . Ž Ž- ← 5:
®. ª ← † #
6:
else
7:
. ª ← * WX¡2
8:
Reconstruct Γ( )
9:
end if
10: end if

Figure 3.13 finalizing clustering process
its own ID as the new cluster ID as shown in line 19.
Algorithm 5 shows the final stage of the clustering process. All vehicles in the Γ(t)
of the COV receive the FormCluster(CHid) as shown in line 2. But, only

-stable

neighbors of the winner (since the cluster boundary is defined by ), which belong to the
Γ(t) of the COV change their state to a Cluster-Member (CM) and change their temporary
cluster ID to be the new cluster ID embedded in the received FormCluster(CHid) as
shown in lines 4 and 5. After that, the vehicle becomes a cluster member of the
corresponding cluster. Vehicles that belong to Γ(t) of the COV and couldn’t associate
with the cluster being formed, set their temporary cluster ID to the default (their own ID),
modify their Γ(t) and start the cluster formation process again, this is shown in lines 7
through 8.
According to the proposed algorithm, vehicles wait for a period of time before
accessing the media to announce their eligibility to be a cluster-head. Media access is
controlled by the Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) on the Media Access Control
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(MAC) layer [39]. Usually, vehicles use the minimum Contention Window ( <+ , ) size
value before accessing the media, and they double this size for each unsuccessful

transmission until they reach the max Contention Window size ( <+ , ). In this work,
vehicles wait for a period of time that is proportional to their suitability value before
announcing their suitability to be a cluster-head as follows:
Žx@ = ±

²³´µ •
²³´µ

∗ ( <+@• − <+ , ) + <+ , ¶

(3.24)

whereas °+@• is the total number of vehicles in Γ(t), ¡ is the suitability value of the

vehicle, and <+@• and <+ , are the maximum and the minimum contention window

sizes respectively [39]. When there is more than one vehicle having the same Žx@ , they
will send the FormCluster(CHid) to announce their eligibility to become a CH at the
same time. As a result, a collision occurs and none of them wins the competition. In this
case, only those collided vehicles start new iterations of competition until one of them
wins or the maximum number of iterations is completed. The length of the Žx@

in

iteration is calculated as follows:
Žx@ = ±10 ·

²³´µ •
²³´µ

¸ − ±10 ·

²³´µ •
²³´µ

¸¶ ∗ ( <+@• − <+ , ) + <+ , ¶

(3.25)

If the maximum number of iterations is used and nodes still collide, then each node
picks a uniformly distributed random number between 0 - 9 and the one with the smaller
value wins the competition. If the random numbers are the same, then the nodes will
generate another pair and so on. Let

be the probability that a node will be able to

announce its eligibility first time it generates a random number. The probability that a
node will be able to announce its eligibility during the second time given the fact that it
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failed to announce during the time is (1 − ) . Similarly, the probability that a node will
be successful during the third time given the fact that it failed during the first and second
times is (1 − )(1 − ) and so on. The node has to generate random numbers
before it can announce its eligibility. Therefore, if the node went through

&
ƒ

times

iterations

using equation (3.25) before it started generating random numbers, the average number of
trials for eligibility announcement is

+ƒ.
&

3.3.6 Analysis of Cluster-Head Election
During the cluster formation process, vehicles compete to win the cluster-head role.

To find the average number of nodes that a vehicle (within the 2 neighbors) competes

with during the cluster-head election, we first need to find the average number of the
stable neighbors of the COV node within 2 communication range. So, if the COV node

has ° neighbors, then the probability that the COV node has B stable neighbors out of °
follows the binomial distribution and can be calculated using:
° {(
¹€² (B) = · ¸ ¹∆5
1 − ¹∆5 )²
B

{

(3.26)

where ¹∆5 can be found using (9). Now, assume that vehicle is one of the B nodes and
let

be the average number of the - XY2 neighbors of vehicle . Let ¹ƒ,• ( ) be the

probability that a vehicle that is s units (usually meters) away from the COV has
XY2

-

neighbors out of B. To calculate ¹ƒ,• ( ), we analyze it with a simplified

assumptions by considering the part of the road, where all Γ(t) of the COV are found, as a
one dimensional problem as shown in Figure 3.14 (a). This simplified assumption is true
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Figure 3.14 vehicles’ location with respect to the COV node
since the roadway width is very small compared to the transmission range and thus it can
be neglected. Figure 3.14 (a) shows the part of the road as a one dimensional line. This
line represents the area covered by the 2 transmission range of the COV node. As shown

in the figure, the COV node is located at the center of the line that is 4 long. Here, we

are concerned about the number of the - XY2 neighbors of any vehicle that can be

placed anywhere on this line. If we randomly select vehicle on this line that is s units
away from COV, and randomly select another vehicle
probability that vehicle
vehicles are

is within

on this line and try to find the

distance from vehicle

(the probability that both

-neighbors). Then, depending on where the selected vehicles are located

with respect to the center of this line (COV), we have to deal with only two cases. 1) The
first case is when s ≤

as shown in Figure 3.14 (b), in this case, vehicle

is within

distance from the COV node (the center), thus, the probability that vehicle

is a -
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neighbor of vehicle i is 1/2. 2) The second case is when
3.14 (c), in this case, the probability that vehicle

< s ≤ 2 as shown in Figure

is -neighbor of vehicle is

F7 •
»7

. To

generalize, we write the probability, I, that two stable nodes in the 2 transmission range
of the COV are neighbors as:
&

I = ¼F7>

,

»

•

,

W

Ws≤

<s≤2

;

(3.27)

Now, we can calculate ¹ƒ,• ( ) as follows:
B − 1 ƒ (1
¹ƒ,• ( ) = ·
¸I
− I){

ƒ &

(3.28)

The Probability Distribution Function (PDF) is:
&
¹€ ( < ) = ∑{
ƒ%& ·

B−1

¸ I ƒ (1 − I){

ƒ &

(3.29)

The expected value, ½( ), is:
&
½( ) = ∑{
ƒ%& ·

B − 1 ƒ (1
¸I
− I){

ƒ &

(3.30)

Figure 3.15 shows the PDF of the vehicles that are s units away from the COV node. The
transmission range

is set to 200 units and 800 stable neighbors of the COV are

uniformly distributed in the 4 radius. From the figure, it’s obvious that vehicles that are
closer to the COV have higher number of
neighbors of the COV.

- XY2 neighbors out of the total stable
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Figure 3.15 probability density function (PDF)
3.3.7 Cluster Maintenance
Due to the high dynamic nature of the VANET, vehicles keep joining and leaving
clusters frequently, thus, causing extra maintenance overhead. The events that trigger the
maintenance procedure can be summarized as follows:
•

Joining a cluster: when a standalone (non-clustered) vehicle comes within
distance from a nearby cluster-head, the cluster-head and the vehicle check
whether their relative speeds is within the threshold ±∆
difference is within ±∆

M,

M.

If the speed

then the cluster-head will accept the vehicle and

will add it to the cluster members list. If there are more than one cluster-heads
in the vicinity that can be joined, the vehicle calculates the period of time,
called the Residual Time (RT), it will remain in the transmission range

of

these cluster-heads. The vehicle joins the cluster-head where it will stay for
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the longest period of time. The RT could be computed from the information
about the relative speed, current location, and the transmission range

as

follows:
o If the standalone vehicle is following the cluster-head and its velocity
at time is less than that of the cluster-head, then
)Ž( ) =

− * ( , †)
∆

where ∆ is the speed difference, and * ( , †) is the distance between
the standalone vehicle, , and the cluster-head, CH. The above formula
can also be used when the standalone vehicle is followed by the clusterhead but its velocity is greater.
o If the standalone vehicle is following the cluster-head and its velocity
at time is greater than that of the cluster-head, then
)Ž( ) =

+ * ( , †)
∆

this formula can also be used when the standalone vehicle is followed by
the cluster-head but its velocity is less.
•

Leaving a cluster: when a cluster member moves out of the cluster radius, it
loses the contact with the cluster-head over the service channel, . As a result,
this vehicle is removed from the cluster members list maintained by the
cluster-head. The vehicle changes its state to a standalone if there is no nearby
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cluster to join or there is no other nearby standalone vehicle to form a new
cluster according to our cluster formation algorithm.
•

Cluster merging: when two cluster-heads come within each other transmission

ranges and their relative speed is within the predefined threshold ∆

M

the

cluster merging process takes place. The cluster-head vehicle that has less
number of members gives up its cluster-head role and becomes a clustermember in the new cluster. The other cluster members join that neighboring
cluster if they are within the cluster-head’s transmission range and the speed is
within the threshold. If there is any other nearby clusters, then vehicles
calculate their RT and join the cluster where they can stay for the longest
period of time. Finally, vehicles that can’t merge with the cluster nor can join
a nearby cluster, start clustering process to form a new cluster according to
our algorithm.
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CHAPTER 4: SIMULATION AND PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION
In this chapter, we show the performance analysis and the comparison of our
proposed methods with other existing techniques.

4.1 Performance Analysis of the Channel Allocation for RSU Based on
Virtual Task Finish Time
The performance analysis of our method was evaluated using simulation. The
simulation environment and the evaluation criteria are explained in the following
sections.
4.1.1 Simulation Environment
We developed a simulator using C++ with graphical interface to evaluate the
performance of our method. The simulator is composed of four models, the mobility and
the data network models that are simulator specific, and the mobility and the channel
prediction models specific to the task virtual finish time algorithm.
A two-lane per direction road was simulated using C++ with graphical interface. In
the simulation, the RSU was installed in the middle of a 1 Km road with a maximum
transmission range of 250m. Vehicles arrive at the RSU region according to the Poisson
process. Vehicles move on both directions of the road with a maximum speed that can’t
exceed the speed limit of that particular lane. The speed of the vehicles follows the
normal distribution with mean, œ = 70BG , and standard deviation ” = 21BG . Vehicles
can change their current lane if there is a room in the next lane, and if the vehicle can
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maintain a safe-distance (1.6-2.2 sec) with the vehicle ahead in the new lane. The safedistance is also maintained between the lane changing vehicle and the vehicle behind it
on the new lane. If the vehicle can’t change lane, then it should decelerate and slowdown
so that its speed matches the speed of the vehicle in the front. Once the vehicle changes
its lane, it will adapt its speed to the average speed and speed limits of the new lane.
For the task virtual finish time algorithm implementation, we used a very simple
distance prediction model that calculates the future distance based on the current mobility
information. The algorithm uses coasting to predict the future position of the vehicle as
follows: V

‹

the vehicle,

= V

•

+

, where V

‹

and V

•

are the future and current positions of

is the current speed of the vehicle, and

is the time interval. For channel

prediction model (setting the transmission rate and the transmission error probability), we
adopted the results of the field tests presented in [55]. We evaluated our proposed method
by setting ∆

to different values. The ∆

was set to 15msec and 25msec for each

01 member. Each simulation run last for 600 sec. (only 575 sec. were considered to
derive the final results). The results are an average of 10 runs of each scenario.
For comparison purposes, we adopted a method that allocates the air-time
transmission plan based on the average transmission rate. For each arrival task, the
method basically uses

5•¾

≥À

¿¾

ÁÂÃÄÄ

to find the average rate that is considered the

minimum requirement guarantee to finish the task. The ) is the remaining data, and
Ž#x6AA is the estimated dwell time. If the task is admitted, then the algorithm tries to

assign a time share to get the actual transmission rate for each admitted task such that
,,

,,

(1 −

,, )

≥

5•¾

and ∑+%&

≤ 1 for cycles

= 1,2, …
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4.1.2 Metrics for evaluation
To evaluate and compare the performance of both methods, we used two metrics: the

task failure rate, )‹ , and the percent of the effective usage of the cycle,
•

6‹‹ :

The task failure rate )‹ rate can be defined as
)‹ =

²Æ
²´

(4.1)

where °‹ represents the number of failed tasks, and °@ represents the total
number of admitted tasks by the RSU.
•

The fraction of the effective usage of the cycle

6‹‹

represents the percent of the

useful time (including the time used to retransmit failed packets of the successful
tasks) of the cycle with respect to the length of the cycle. In general, the fraction
of the cycle that is used by the failed tasks is considered a waste. Therefore, we
use the waste percent per cycle,
6‹‹

= 1−

x,

to calculate

x

The percent of the waste per cycle,

6‹‹

as follows:

(4.2)
x,

can be defined as the time used by all

failed tasks divided by the simulation time. To calculate

x,

we tracked each

admitted task during the simulation run, and then summed the portions of time
shares of each failed task. Finally, we calculated the waste percent per cycle as
follows:
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x

=

ËÆ

∑$ÉÊ ∑È
ÇÉÊ x$,Ç •
À•

(4.3)

where °‹ is defined in (4.1),

,,

is the time share of task during cycle , ½ is the

effective number of cycles the failed task used to receive data from the RSU, Ž is
the total number of cycles in the simulation run, and

is the length of the cycle in

seconds (the cycle length is one second).
We first show the average number of admitted tasks per minute for both methods.
Figure 4.1 shows that both methods, the AvgR-based and the Virtual Time (VT) based
that uses the backup time, have almost the same admission rate for different loads. As
shown in the figure, the admission rate of both methods decreases as the size of the load
increases.
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Figure 4.2 failure rate
In figure 4.1 both methods have almost the same number of admitted nodes, but the
most important part is whether the admitted task can be finished successfully. Figure 4.2
shows the task failure rate for both methods. As shown in the figure, as the load size
increases, the failure rate of the AvgR-based method increases because it doesn’t evaluate
the risk of the vehicles, and pushes the tasks’ finish time to the edges. However, the task
failure rate remains very low when the VT-based method is used because it always
evaluates and reduces the risk of the vehicles.
Figure 4.3 shows how efficient both methods utilize the resources. The figure shows
that our method uses the resources more efficiently than the AvgR-based method. The
figure shows that as the load size increases our method outperforms the AvgR-based
method. The wastage of resources is higher when using AvgR-based method because it
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doesn’t allocate resources efficiently, which requires the task to use more resources to
complete and if the task fails, then the whole resources allocated to the task is actually a
waste.

4.2 Performance Analysis of the Media Access Technique for Clusterbased Vehicular Ad hoc Networks
4.2.1 Simulation Description
The protocol performance was evaluated via simulation using C++ with graphical
interface. Vehicles are generated based on the headway distributions among vehicles. The
arrival rate of the vehicles was modeled using Poisson distribution. For each generated
vehicle, an average speed and acceleration is also generated using normal distribution
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with mean µ and standard deviation σ. Vehicles move on the road and if the speed of the
leading vehicle is slower than that of the following vehicle, the following vehicle changes
the lane if there is a spot in the next lanes, otherwise it reduces its speed to match the
speed of the leading vehicle. Vehicles move on the road and form non-overlapping
clusters.
To evaluate the proposed protocol, and to compare the performance of this protocol
with the classical clustering techniques, we generated different clusters with different
densities by varying the mean headway (the time gap between successive vehicle
arrivals). We varied the distance between two consecutive clusters and we also varied the
average speed of different clusters, so the clusters in the back move faster. Eventually,
clusters in the back enter the CRL channel transmission area of the CF node of the cluster
in the front. Vehicles keep joining and leaving the clusters as long as they move on the
road. Table 4.2 shows different Simulation parameters.
Table II: Simulation parameters
Road, Vehicles and Clusters’
parameters

Safety message parameters

IEEE 802.11 parameters

SRV range = 200 m

S = 200 bytes

DIFS = 64 us

CRL range = 800 m

T = 90 msec

aSlotTime = 16 us

Average vehicle’s length = 5 m

tCHP

Max. contention window = 31

Number of Lanes = 4

max
= 300 msec.
S safety

= 10 msec

Number of retries = 7

4.2.2 Metrics and Results
Before discussing the performance metrics used to evaluate the proposed protocol
and for the convenience, we refer to our protocol as CF-Based protocol, because cluster
forwarder is used to relay safety messages backward, and we refer to protocols relying on
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the cluster-head to send safety messages as CH-based protocol. To evaluate the
performance of the proposed protocol, the data-related Metrics were considered as
follows:
o The earliest notification, which shows how early in time CF-based protocols
can forward safety messages compared to the CH-based protocols.
o The delay of the safety messages. This metric shows the impact of the contentionbased technique on the delivery of safety messages. In this metric, we show the
worst case scenario, and for this purpose, we increased the transmission range of
the CRL channel, so more CF nodes compete to access the media. In addition, we
force every vehicle to send safety messages during its time slot. At once, all safety
messages are collected and sent in one package.
In Figure 4.4, x-axis shows the average speed difference between two consecutive
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Figure 4.4 earliest notifications
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clusters, and the y-axis represents the average time difference for notification between
CF-based and CH-based protocols. When the cluster in the back is 5 meters/sec faster
than the cluster in the front, CF-based protocol can notify the approaching cluster 28
seconds, on average, earlier than CH- based protocol. Due to the close proximity of the
CF node to the approaching cluster, an early notification time is achievable. Therefore,
our model performs more efficiently as compared to the CH-based model.
Figure 4.5 shows the delay of safety messages for different data transfer rates. The xaxis is similar to Figure 4.4 and the y-axis represents the delay of safety messages in
msec. This figure demonstrates the worst case scenario, where the current CF node
competes with three CF nodes from neighboring clusters to access the media. Safety
messages collected and simultaneously broadcasted as a single package (without
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Figure 4.5 average safety messages delay caused by competition-based technique
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compression) from all four clusters. From the figure, we note the density and delay are
directly proportional. A decrease in cluster density, results in a decrease in the number of
messages being sent, which therefore, results in a decrease in the delay.

4.3 Simulation and Performance Evaluation of Cluster Formation
Algorithm
An extensive simulation study was conducted to evaluate the performance of our
protocol. The C++ was used to develop the simulation. In our simulation, we consider
different road traffic and different network data parameters.
4.3.1 Simulation Setup
The highway traffic model used in this paper was built based on the car following
model. The model is used to simulate the behavior of the vehicles on a 5-lane per
direction highway. In the simulation, we monitor 400 vehicles on a highway of 15Km
length for 650 sec. The arrival rate of the vehicles follows the Poison process. We
simulated three types of vehicles’ speed taken from statistical measurements [59-61]. The
speed of the vehicles on a given lane can’t exceed the maximum speed limit of that lane.
The speed assigned to the vehicles follows the normal distribution with average µ and
standard deviation ” as shown in Table 3. In our simulation, we considered a major

safety requirement that the vehicles should keep a safe-distance with the vehicles ahead.
This will give any vehicle the ability to decelerate to avoid collision with the vehicle
ahead if it can’t change the lane. Another safety requirement is considered when a lane
change takes place. Vehicles can change their current lane if there is room in the next
lane and if the vehicle, the lane changing vehicle, can maintain a safe-distance with the
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vehicle ahead in the new lane. Also the safe-distance is kept between the vehicle, lane
changing vehicle, and the vehicle behind it on the new lane. If the vehicle can’t change its
current lane, then the safe-distance gives the vehicle the ability to decelerate and
slowdown so that its speed matches the speed of the vehicle in the front. The density of
the vehicles varies between (13 to 21 vehicle/Km/Lane) depending on the speed being
used. For all simulation scenarios, the ∆

the ∆

M

M

= ” , e.g., for µ = 70Km/h and ” = 21Km/h,

= 21. The performance of different ∆

M

values can be found in [62].

We used different network parameters in the simulation. The data rate is set to 6
Mbps and the periodic messages are sent every 100 msec., the size of the message
including the mobility information is 100 bytes. DSRC standard supports data rate in the
range 6 to 27 Mbps [39]. However, various members of the Vehicle Infrastructure
Integration (VII) Consortium use 6 Mbps data rate [63], [64] for road testing. Thus, we
also decided to use 6 Mbps data rate. To study the performance of the clustering
techniques for different cluster sizes, we used different transmission ranges for
The transmission range for

and ).

was varied between 150 and 300 meters, while it’s between

800 and 1000 meters for ). For media access, we used the IEEE802.11 standard [39]. We
set the <+ , = 15,
64œ .

<+ , = 1023, X 2V Ž G = 16œ ,

ª¬ = 32œ , and

Table III: The average and the standard deviation of the speed
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4.3.2 Evaluation Criteria
To show the performance of our proposed Threshold-Based (TB) technique, we
compare it with the Weight-Based (WB) and the Position-Based (PB) methods proposed
in [22] and [49] respectively. Originally, the WB method for MANET was proposed in
[65], [66] and revised by Chatterjee, et al. [67] by introducing the combined weight
metric. The algorithm assigns node weights based on the suitability of a node being a
cluster-head. This algorithm basically takes into consideration the nodal degree, the
transmission power, mobility, and battery power of the mobile nodes. Each one of these
parameters is assigned a weight; the sum of these weights is 1. Then, the value of each
parameter is multiplied by its weight and all the values are finally summed to produce the
combined weight. The node with the lower combined weight is more suitable to become
a cluster-head. The same algorithm was adopted by VANET clustering techniques [22],
but without considering the battery power factor since it is not a crucial problem in
VANET. In the simulation, we assigned all WB method parameters equal weights. For
the PB method, the priority of the node is calculated based on the eligibility function. A
Node having longer travel time has higher eligibility value, and this value decreases as
the velocity of the node deviates largely from the average speed. We compare the three
methods under the same environment variables. Each simulation run was repeated 10
times with different random seeds and the collected data was averaged over those runs
4.3.2.1 Cluster Stability
A clustering structure should be stable with respect to the nodes’ motion, i.e., the
cluster configuration should not change too much while the topology changes. In a high
dynamic VANET, vehicles keep joining and leaving clusters along their travel route, and
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the Number of Cluster Changes (NCC) of the vehicle will vary depending on the
clustering algorithms being used. Good clustering algorithms should be designed to
minimize the number of cluster changes of the vehicle by minimizing vehicle transitions
between clusters. The NCC of the vehicle during its lifetime can be used to evaluate the
cluster stability. To find the NCC of the vehicle, we first introduce the basic transition
events the vehicle encounters during its lifetime:
•

•

•

1 − A vehicle leaves its cluster and forms a new one.

2 − A vehicle leaves its cluster and joins a nearby cluster.

3 − A cluster head merges with a nearby cluster.

For each vehicle, the sum of all transition events ( 1, 2, and 3) defines the NCC of the
vehicles over its lifetime. We compare the average NCC of the vehicles for the TB, WB,
and PB methods when different speeds and different transmission ranges are used. In
Figure 4.6 (a) (b) (c), the x-axis represents the transmission range, while the y-axis
represents the average NCC of the vehicle. From Figure 4.6 (a) (b) (c), we can see that
the average NCC produced by our TB technique is smaller compared to that produced by
the WB and PB methods. This means our technique causes less number of cluster
transitions for all different velocities and different transmission ranges. The figure shows
that the average NCC of a vehicle is reduced by 34% to 46% compared to the WB and PB
methods. We can see that the TB method performs even much better when the average
speed becomes higher. Note also that the average speed increase has little impact on the
number of clusters changed per vehicle when the TB method is used. This is because the
threshold is a function of the speed deviation and it’s always proportional to the speed
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Figure 4.6 average cluster changes per vehicle

regardless of its average value. The figures show that the average NCC of the vehicle
decreases as the transmission range increases. This is because increasing the transmission
range , increases the probability that a vehicle stay connected with its cluster-head. The
cluster stability can also influence the signaling overhead. A frequently changing
clustering structure results in an increase in maintenance messages and thus increasing
the load on nodes. From the figure, we can conclude that the TB method reduces the
signaling overhead and the traffic load since it causes less number of transition between
the clusters. We can also calculate the average transition rate, λ
as follows:

7,+6@, ,

between clusters
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Where, ° ,A ‹6 is the lifetime of vehicle , °

(4.4)

is the number of clusters vehicle

changes during its lifetime, and B is the total number of vehicles.
4.3.2.2 Average Cluster Lifetime
The average cluster lifetime is an important metric that shows the performance of the
clustering algorithm. The cluster lifetime is directly related to the lifetime of its clusterhead. The cluster-head lifetime is defined as the time period from the moment when a
vehicle becomes a cluster-head to the time when it is merged with a nearby cluster.
The average cluster lifetime produced by the TB, the WB and the PB methods is
compared in different speed scenarios with different transmission ranges. Figure 4.7 (a)
(b) (c) show that the average cluster lifetime is increased by 20% to 48% when the TB
method is used compared to the WB and PB methods. This is due to the high variation of
the speed difference among cluster members of the WB and the PB methods. This
deviation leads to the following: first, in both methods, the probability that two cluster
heads come into direct communication range is high which results in cluster merging.
But, in the TB method, the cluster merging can’t be performed unless the difference
between the average speed of the cluster heads of both clusters are within the predefined
threshold; second, the probability that the cluster members and the cluster-head get
separated soon due to high mobility; especially when the cluster is composed of few
nodes.
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Figure 4.7 average cluster lifetime

4.3.2.3 Number of Clusters
Due to high dynamics of the VANET, clusters are created (new clusters added to the
system) and vanished over time, and the total number of clusters created over a period of
time defines the cluster formation rate. Good clustering algorithms should be designed to
reduce the rate at which clusters are created and added to the system due to the mobility
of the nodes. And this can be achieved by producing relatively stable clusters and by the
ability of clustering method to maintain the current cluster structure stable as much as
possible. In this paper, we compare the average number of clusters added to the system,
we start counting each new cluster added to the system after the algorithm is executed by
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all nodes and the clusters are formed (e.g., when nodes leave their current clusters due to
mobility and form a new cluster, or when two neighboring clusters merge to produce a
new cluster). To evaluate this metric, the total number of clusters created and added is
calculated for each run, then, the average number of the total number of the created
clusters,

? @A
@5• ,

of all methods is taken over all runs for different transmission ranges.

Figure 4.8 (a) (b) (c) show the average number of the total number of the
clusters,

? @A
@5• ,

added to the system over all simulation runs for different speeds and

different transmission ranges. The figure shows that the

? @A
@5•

produced by the TB

method is always smaller compared to that produced by the WB and the PB methods and
this number decreases as the transmission range increases. This is because the TB method
uses the speed difference among vehicles as a parameter to create the clusters. Thus, the
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Figure 4.8 average total number of formed clusters for TB, PB, and WB
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clusters are more stable and have longer lifetime.
4.3.2.4 Overhead for Clustering
All clustering algorithms incur some additional signaling overhead to form and
maintain their cluster structures. The clustering overhead consists of: HELLO packets
overhead, cluster setup overhead and cluster maintenance overhead.
Overhead due to HELLO packets: HELLO packets are broadcast by vehicles every
Ž…×‡‡Ø period. These packets carry local mobility information used to compute local

variability, which will be used in cluster formation and cluster-head election. Each node
sends one HELLO packet every Ž…×‡‡Ø period to maintain up-to-date neighborhood
information. Thus, this overhead is the same for TB, WB and PB clustering techniques.
Overhead due to cluster setup: According to the TB cluster formation algorithm, the
COV node sends one message to initiate cluster formation process (InitiateCluster). After
receiving this message, the node that wins the cluster-head competition broadcasts a
cluster formation message (FormCluster) to its neighbors with its ID embedded in the
message. So for the cluster formation process, two messages are sent: one by the COV
and the other one by the cluster-head winner node. Each non-clustered neighbor that
satisfies the speed threshold joins this cluster by sending a message. So in the TB
algorithm, if the average number of nodes in a cluster is BÀ• , then the total number of

messages to setup a cluster is 2 + BÀ• . For the PB algorithm, when a new node is
powered up and none of its neighbors belong to other clusters, it announces itself as a
cluster-head and sends a message to inform its neighbors about its new role. Neighbors
that are in the registration phase (non-clustered) join this cluster by sending a join
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message. So in the PB algorithm, the total number of messages to setup a cluster is
1 + B‚• , where B‚• is the average number of members per PB cluster. In the WB

algorithm, a node that claims to be a cluster-head sends a CH-HELLO message. All nonclustered neighbors join this cluster by sending a message. So in the WB algorithm, the
total number of messages to setup a cluster is 1 + BÙ• , where BÙ• , is the average
number of members per WB cluster. In the TB technique the average number of nodes
per cluster is less than that of the other two techniques. So if a TB cluster has at least two
less members than the other two types of clusters, then the cluster setup overhead per
cluster is less in TB technique than in other techniques.
Overhead due to cluster maintenance: Cluster maintenance is done periodically by all
clustering methods. The three types of events that trigger topology change in VANET can
be defined as follows: a node joins the network, a node leaves the cluster, and two cluster
heads come into direct communication range. If the new node, that joins the network, has
non-clustered neighbors, then those nodes will form a new cluster according to the rules
used by each clustering method. The overhead of cluster formation was explained earlier.
However, if the new node has a neighbor that is a cluster-head, then it will try to join the
cluster by sending a join message to the cluster-head, and this cluster joining overhead is
same for all three methods (TB, PB and WB). When two neighboring clusters merge, the
cluster-head with less number of members will lose its role and join the other cluster and
become a cluster member. The losing node sends one message in one period to inform its
members about its decision. If the losing node has cluster members, then the members are
subject to cluster reorganization. The cluster members either join any nearby clusters or
form a new cluster if they couldn’t find a cluster to join. Overhead for joining any nearby
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clusters is the same for all three methods, and the overhead for cluster formation (cluster
setup) is already presented before. The upper bound on the number of messages for

cluster merging is equal to the average number of members per cluster, which is BÀ• ,
BÙ• and B‚• for TB, WB and PB techniques respectively.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION
In this work, we proposed channel allocation and medium access organization for
V2R and V2V communications respectively. We mainly focused on channel allocation
for RSU access. The objective of the proposed method is to give the tasks that have been
using wireless channel for long period of time the chance to complete, otherwise the
resources allocated to those tasks is a waste. The proposed algorithm allocates a virtual
transmission plan for vehicles that are closer than others to leave the RSU range. The
basic idea is to calculate the expected task finish time and then allocate extra time as part
of the transmission plan of the vehicle. This extra time can be used in case the vehicle
couldn’t finish its task on time. However, this extra time can be assigned to the next
vehicle to leave the RSU in case the leading vehicle was able to finish the task on time.
The algorithm reduces the risk of the vehicle as it progresses and moves toward the edge
of the RSU transmission range. The performance of the algorithm was evaluated using
simulation. The results show that the algorithm can reduce the task failure rate compared
to other existing methods. The results also show that the proposed algorithm can use the
resources efficiently and increases the throughput of the system.
We also proposed a hybrid media access method for cluster-based vehicular
networks. This method integrates the centralization approach of cluster management and
the universal way of forwarding data, where the farthest vehicle forwards data in an effort
to maximize the opportunity of advanced notification. This method leverages contentionfree and contention-based Media Access Control to support different requirements of
safety and non-safety messages. This method relies on the cluster-head for intra-cluster
management and on the cluster-forwarder for safety message dissemination. The
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performance of the proposed method was evaluated via simulation program. The results
show that, our method provides an early notification compared to the other methods that
rely on cluster-head to send warning messages.
We also proposed a new VANET cluster formation algorithm that tends to group
vehicles showing similar mobility patterns in one cluster. This algorithm takes into
account the speed difference among vehicles as well as the position and the direction
during the cluster formation process. After conducting a simulation experiment, we
observe that our technique groups fast moving vehicles on the fast speed lanes in one
cluster, while slow moving vehicles in another cluster. The simulation results show that
our proposed algorithm increases the cluster lifetime and reduces vehicle transitions
between clusters. The results show that our technique significantly increases the stability
of the global network topology by reducing the rate at which clusters are created.
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CHAPTER 6: FUTURE WORK
Intelligent transportation systems will rely on the V2V and V2R communications to
increase drivers’ and passengers’ safety and comfort. Therefore, it’s very important to
develop new methods for medium access and channel allocation to support these types of
applications. Since the mobility patterns of the vehicles are predictable, then new
scheduling and channel allocation algorithms should take advantage of these
characteristics to enhance their functionalities. The coexistence of different types of
traffic (i.e., real-time and non real-time data) that have different requirements should also
be considered. Channel allocation and admission control algorithms used by the RSU
should react fast to the conditions and should be able to re-calculate the transmission
plans in an optimal way to increase system throughput.
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Due to the limited bandwidth available for Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs),
organizing the wireless channel access to efficiently use the bandwidth is one of the main
challenges in VANET. In this dissertation, we focus on channel allocation and media
access organization for Vehicle-to-Roadside Units (V2R) and Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V)
communications. An efficient channel allocation algorithm for Roadside Unit (RSU)
access is proposed. The goal of the algorithm is to increase system throughput by
admitting more tasks (vehicles) and at the same time reduce the risk of the admitted tasks.
The algorithm admits the new requests only when their requirements can be fulfilled and
all in-session tasks’ requirements are also guaranteed. The algorithm calculates the
expected task finish time for the tasks, but allocates a virtual transmission plan for the
tasks as they progress toward the edges of the RSU range. For V2V mode, we propose an
efficient medium access organization method based on VANETs’ clustering schemes. In
order to make this method efficient in rapid topology change environment like VANET,
it’s important to make the network topology less dynamic by forming local strongly
connected clustering structure, which leads to a stable network topology on the global
scale. We propose an efficient cluster formation algorithm that takes vehicles’ mobility
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into account for cluster formation. The results of the proposed methods show that the
wireless channel utilization and the network stability are significantly improved
compared to the existing methods.
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